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Marvelous Possessions: The Wonder of the New World. STEPHEN GREEN-
BLATT. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991. ix + 202 pp. (Cloth US$
24.95)

GESA MACKENTHUN
Institut für England- und Amerikastudien
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat Frankfurt
60325 Frankfurt, Germany

Richard Hakluyt, the English colonizer and compiler of travel reports, once
expressed the hope that his faithful recording of the authorial voice would
bring England to the certain and full discovery of the world. Marvelous
Possessions is mainly concerned with this relationship between words and
action, between the ideological power of "marvelous" tales and the colonial
expansion of Europe. But it does not succeed in conceptualizing this rela-
tionship; Greenblatt rather submits to the rules of academie pluralism in
providing various interpretations to choose from. Primarily concerned with
describing the representaüons of the colonial encounter in America (not the
encounter itself), Greenblatt views "wonder" in several ways: as a form of
discourse, a "calculated rhetorical strategy" to divert attention from the
legal spuriousness of colonialism by rilling up the "emptiness at the center of
the maimed rite of possession" (pp. 73,80), but also as a genuine experience,
a "systole of the heart," in the terms of Albertus Magnus (p. 16). This defini-
tion is contrasted with Descartes's quite different thesis that wonder takes
place in the brain and only occurs at first encounters (p. 20). But can Descar-
tes's definition be applied to travel reports that preceded it by a century?
And does it support Greenblatt's claim that "Columbus's voyage
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initiated a century of intense wonder," producing a communal "startle
reflex" in Europe (p. 14) - as if the sixteenth century consisted of nothing
but first encounters? Did Jean de Léry and Bernal Diaz experience "won-
der" while in the New World or while writing down that experience, and
how can we know? These questions reflect the central problem of the book,
its unwillingness to give up a hermeneutic approach while at the same time
making the rather poststructuralist claim that history is endlessly deferred
by the texts instead of being referred to. Adding to the confusion is an
idiosyncratic but unspecified use of critical terms such as mimesis, improvi-
sation (sometimes used synonymously with "wonder"), circulation (some-
times a metaphor of domination and imperialism), representation, dis-
course, power, and irony. Like Mandeville and Paul de Man, Greenblatt
seems to be "embracing everything, laying claim to nothing" (p. 50); his text
exhibits a "crusading drive" towards "a tolerant perambulation" of differ-
ent interpretative possibilities (p. 24).

The book is strongest where "new historicist" terminology is reduced to a
minimum. It successfully demonstrates the omnipresence of communica-
tion problems during initial encounters, despite the texts' claims to the con-
trary. Greenblatt takes a new perspective on well-known material by
Columbus, Cartier, Diaz, Oviedo, and Las Casas, but also includes less
known sources such as the reports about De Soto's expedition and
Frobisher's trips to Newfoundland. Again and again, we can see the texts
reveal the incompatibility of European expectations and native American
reality, as well as the writers' efforts to mask this incompatibility by con-
stantly evoking their cultural superiority even where failure is most obvious.
Greenblatt f urthermore provides a splendid analysis of the function of writ-
ing and ritual in early Spanish j ustifications of conquest. Largely drawing on
a recent article by Patricia Seed (1992), Greenblatt shows that for Colum-
bus, taking possession mainly consisted of a "series of speech acts" (p. 57).
The legality of conquest, Greenblatt claims, was constructed by written doc-
uments: colonial action was largely authorized by writing rather than the
law of nations. But what is deferred by this self-validating discourse, one
should add, are the legal standards of the time, not, as Greenblatt now and
then claims (and now and then denies), history itself. Colonial (dis)posses-
sion rests on more than marvelous reports. One feels like wanting to know
more about these dialectics of writing and law, of text and action. But
instead of addressing these pressing questions Greenblatt registers a gap
between colonial discourse and colonial practice: "Words in the New World
seem always to be trailing after events that pursue a terrible logic quite
other than the fragile meanings that they construct" (p. 63). Are there really
two logies at work, one terrible and one benign? Can the words be rescued
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so easily from their complicity with colonial violence? In the case of Bernal
Dfaz, Greenblatt exchanges the gap for a causal chain, claiming that
Tenochtitlan could only be represented at all once it was destroyed: "the
Mexico first glimpsed is not only strange but ungraspable, its capital not only
exotic but in effect imaginary. Only when it is violated, turned into a charnel
house, can it be taken as a reality and appropriated" (p. 134). Is destruction
of other cultures then the inevitable result of our desire for knowledge? Is
human curiosity ("wonder") the driving force of imperialism? Greenblatt
gives an alternative account when noting that the economie motives of
Christian imperialism are already inscribed in the Spanish terms for "cru-
sade": empresa and negocio (p. 71). Given the opportunity to choose, Fd
rather regard the discourse of the marvelous as a rhetorical device of autho-
rization (there had to be marvels in India) as well as an imaginary surrogate
for non-existing riches. In addition, Greenblatt shows quite convincingly
that in the text of Dfaz the "marvelous" Aztec practice of human sacrifice
serves to create a sense of cultural difference in the face of a disturbing
amount of similarities (p. 131 ff.). Louis Montrose (1991) has shown a simi-
lar function of the trope of sexual continence in Ralegh's report on Guiana,
thereby giving a superb demonstration of the methodical skills gathered
under the sign of New Historicism.

If Marvelous Possessions quite often seems to circulate around its own
indeterminacies, perhaps its contradictions are symptomatic of the com-
plexity of the concept of "wonder" itself which may be seen as both ideolog-
ical motor and discursive strategy. But these two functions are not unrelated
to one another, a fact which Greenblatt's book implies but doesn't openly
address.
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Wild Majesty: Encounters with Caribs from Columbus to the Present Day.
An Anthology. PETER HULME & NEIL L. WHITEHEAD (eds.)- Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 1992. x + 369 pp. (Paper £14.95)

PETER REDFIELD
Department of Anthropology
University of California. Berkeley
Berkeley CA 94720. U.S.A.

Amid all the anniversary hoopla of 1992 and the fifth century of the Admi-
ral's most fateful footstep, this modestly thick yet thoroughly solid volume
stands out as a reminder of what scholarship can achieve. While provocative
in their choice of form, the editors remain slow and meticulous in presenta-
tion, and the result is a work useful on many levels, one to be consulted
frequently, well beyond a ritual day in mid-October. Hulme and Whitehead
have set out to produce an anthology, not a history, a distinction they under-
line with theoretical significance in their introduction. Rather than seamless
narrative they would offer a collection of "some of the materials with which
such histories would have to contend," in this case bits and pieces of docu-
ments relating to five centuries of European and Carib encounters. The
fragments chosen are eyewitness accounts, taken not for pristine observa-
tions, but rather those moments which operate most authoritatively in con-
structions of the past. Arranging these prized shards across a chronological
sand, the editors retrace the outline of the incoming colonial waves and the
Caribbean's slow and tragic drift away from perceived historical signifi-
cance. Yet they do so without obscuring the remarkable, indomitable fact of
the Caribs' continuing existence.

Appropriately enough the book is divided into five sections, though not
by rigid century. The first division covers the period of early encounters and
Spanish dominance, beginning with Columbus and lasting until the rise of
French and English influence in the early 1600s. The second chronicles the
growth of missionary activity, French-English rivalry and the decline of
Carib power, continuing through the British military triumph in the Seven
Years War. The third and fourth groupings complement each other geo-
graphically, with respective focuses on eighteenth-century Black Carib ex-
perience on St. Vincent and nineteenth- and twentieth-century Carib expe-
rience on Dominica. The fifth and final part collects more recent accounts
from 1930 to the present of Carib life on Dominica. Throughout their work
Hulme and Whitehead carefully position the material, and although many
of the chosen accounts are fragmentary, the editorial commentary lends
considerable coherence and continuity. The overall effect is an appropriate
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sort of literary geography; in place of a continent of history they provide us
with an archipelago of anthology, neatly succeeding in their stated theoret-
ical terms, and also accurately reflecting their chosen ground.

Amid this long sweep across scattered islands of prose, a number of land-
marks stand particularly revealing. However worn, the early writings still
convey that the term "encounter" describes a meaningful, uncertain, and
dangerous event, with no one on the beach fully informed or certain of what
lay ahead or behind. In this regard the Letter of Columbus, with its remark-
able mix of publicity, political positioning, and geographic observation
serves as an admirable introduction. The twin accounts of the seventeenth-
century voyage of the Olive Branch give concrete testimony to the crucial
role of narration in orderings of fact, while the collected "Case of 'Indian'
Warner" reminds us that waves mark edges between worlds, and that colo-
nial stories frequently teil of walking on more than one side of a divide. The
oft-cited French priest Labat gives a detailed description of crabs and pep-
per sauce to mingle in with later oft-repeated lore about the relative culi-
nary merits of different European nationals (the French most succulent,
Spaniards hard to digest), adding spice to enduring legends about Carib
eating habits. On a different ethnological tack, Frederick Ober's 1880 mix of
scientific precision and fluctuating prejudice lives up to editorial claims by
marking the beginning of a distinctly modern period, where death may rob
one of an important source of oral information, yet nevertheless yield a
potentially valuable skeleton. In the rich final section the selections collec-
tively wam against attempts to erase contemporary Carib presence into a
romanticized ever-vanishing past, while bringing the dimmer outlines of
older colonial encounters up against the sharper forms of the present day.
The events of the "Carib War" of 1930 in particular underscore the thin
colonial line between tragedy and farce, while Elma Napier's sparkling
account of the shooting of an epic 1948 Columbus film on Dominica adds a
wry and telling interlude. The still shot of "Columbus discovers the ham-
mock" by itself makes the book, and could serve equally well as frontispiece
or endpiece, a twentieth-century view back along the beach.

Like any anthology, not all the selections read easily or equally, and the
exact outlines of the compilation will no doubt be questioned by some, with
arguments raised for or against the inclusion or exclusion of particular
items. Claims against neutral authority notwithstanding, the form itself still
lends a lingering aura of comprehensive objectivity, though the intermittent
editorial championing of a revisionist Carib/Arawak storyline helps to dis-
solve the certainty of a narrative order into a livelier jumble of narrative
artifacts, reinforcing the interpretive goals set forth in the introduction. This
slight edge aside, the tone rests largely closely guarded, with sentences
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cautious and positions almost painstakingly entrenched. Yet, after five
hundred careless years, who could make overabundance of care a subject
for regret?

Wild Majesty presents us with an important historical assemblage, one
undeniably appropriate to the occasion, but which also will remain on shore
long after the commemorative wave of 1992 recedes. Thankfully and
responsibly, it might be said, these editors came not to raise Columbus, but
rather his long and heavy anchor in the Caribbean sea.

The Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex: Essays in Atlantic History.
PHILIP D. CURTIN. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990. xi + 222
pp. (Cloth US$ 42.50, Paper US$ 11.95)

MlCHEL R. DOORTMONT

Department of History
Erasmus University Rotterdam
3000 DR Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Philip Curtin is a historian who likes to paint wide horizons - horizons
against which he can make bold historical comparisons. This latest book is
no exception to this rule. In four multi-chapter essays, Curtin describes the
development of the plantation economies of the New World out of a
European (read: Mediterranean) system of large-scale agriculture. Poten-
tially, this approach is very interesting. Too many studies of the plantation
system of production are narrow, case-focused, and non-comparative. The
approach Curtin offers his readers makes up for these deficiënties, but at
the same time his treatment of the subject is rather shallow.

In the preface, Curtin states that the main intent of his book is to set the
plantation aspect of North American history in a broad context. His audi-
ence is North American, and his treatment of the European aspects is super-
ficial, as he himself admits. It is also of little consequence, as the annotation
of arguments is slim indeed. This is a pity, because the link between the early
growth of plantations in Europe and the subsequent transfer of this system
of production to the Americas is by far the most interesting theme of the
book. Other themes include the rise of the African slave trade and its eco-
nomies in the eighteenth century, the seventeenth-century "sugar revolu-
tion," and the demise of the slave system of production in the nineteenth
century. All have been discussed before, and better.

The formation of the American plantation economies, based on mono-
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cultures, can be studied as an extension of the Mediterranean system of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The early colonial conquest of the Amer-
icas had its roots in the crusades and the European conquest of the Mediterra-
nean. In this respect, a comparison of early Mediterranean plantations with
those of Brazil, the Caribbean, and North America from the sixteenth cen-
tury onwards can be very fruitful, and might provide us with new insights into
growth and workings of this system of production. Curtin describes most of
the areas in one way or another, but does not attempt any comparison. Inter-
esting too, is the link between the early expansion of Spain and Portugal into
the Atlantic, and the transfer of the plantation system, with its special tech-
nology, from the Mediterranean into the Atlantic, and from there to the New
World. The experiments with plantations on Madeira, the Canaries, Sao
Tomé, and Fernando Po, were of importance for the development of planta-
tion systems in Brazil and the Caribbean. The experience gathered here with
slaves from the West African coastal area, and the contacts with African slave
dealers, were especially important for the growth of American plantation
economies. Curtin could, and should, have highlighted this aspect. Instead,
he describes in excruciating detail the very early relationships between Eu-
rope and (West) Africa south of the Sahara, from Roman times onwards. The
descriptions of African political systems are also interesting to read, but bear
no real relation to the main theme of the book.

Throughout the book, Curtin's lines of development contain some severe
over-simplifications. Moreover, he is inaccurate in his descriptions. In his
introductory chapter, he describes the system of agricultural exploitation
introduced on Cyprus by European feudal families as "thoroughly capitalist"
(p. 8). This is not only an anachronism, but might also lead to a misunder-
standing of both the basicprinciples of feudal society and capitalism. There is
no doubt that the introduction of slave labor to "the initial work force of serfs
and refugees," the building of irrigation works, and the building of a refinery
for the production of granulated sugar and sugar loaves by the Cornaro fam-
ily of Cyprus heralded a new approach to agricultural production. To call it
capitalist, however, requires a more detailed analysis than Curtin offers his
readers.

It is not very clear what Curtin means by the plantation complex. He
includes what are commonly called the plantation economies of the New
World (from Brazil in the south through the Caribbean into the southern
states of North America) and their forerunners in Europe and on the Atlantic
islands. The characteristics of the complex (large-scale agriculture, monocul-
tures, slave labor, absentee landlords, both capitalist and feudal qualities,
far-away markets) are not limited to the Atlantic world. Plantations, in one
form or another, can also be found in other areas of the world,
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for example, East Africa and South East Asia. To my mind it would be very
interesting to compare the workings of these plantation systems with those
in Mediterranean Europe and the New World as well.

After reading the book, one is left wondering why was it written, and for
whom. It is not a textbook, Curtin says (p. x). It does not, however, contain
any original research, nor does it contain a polemic argument that deserves
discussion. Parts of the text read as if they were typed-out notes for a lec-
ture, and this is how it should probably be read. As a series of introductory
lectures for North American students without any knowledge of planta-
tions, slavery, and the Atlantic slave-trade, the text may be of some value.
For the serious student of plantation economies, slavery, or the slave trade,
the book has very little to offer. In his attempt to construct a holistic image
of the development and organization of a so-called plantation complex
through time and space, Curtin remains superficial both theoretically and
empirically. The lack of purpose of the book is further emphasized by the
absence of a formal conclusion. Instead, Curtin finishes with a two-page
"retrospect," which contains little to bind the "essays" together. The book
could have been concluded by restating the importance of the plantation
economies of the New World for the flow of people across the ocean, slav-
ery, and, more positively, innovations in shipping technology and commer-
cial organization.

A History of Barbados: From Amerindian Settlement to Nation-State.
HILARY McD. BECKLES. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990. xv
+ 224 pp. (Cloth US$ 44.50, Paper US$ 14.95)

RODERICK A. MCDONALD
Department of History
Rider College
Lawrenceville NJ 08648. US.A.

The appearance of such a sound history of Barbados is a credit to the vitality
of contemporary Barbadian historiography and reinforces the status as an
accomplished Caribbean historian that Hilary Beckles has earned with his
recent publications, Natural Rebels: A Social History of Enslaved Black
Women in Barbados (1989) and White Servitude and Black Slavery in
Barbados, 1627-1713 (1989). The compilation of this general history has
required Beckles to range far outside the primary areas of research and
expertise that his previous books drew on, but while graciously acknowl-
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edging his intellectual debts to leading scholars of Barbados, the author
nevertheless displays an admirable command of the sweep and complexities
of the island's past which he communicates with unusual facility and sensi-
tivity.

Wisely, Beckles has adhered to the constraints and conventions of the
genre in organizing his work. Familiar themes and chronology thus demar-
cate the chapters, and enhance accessibility of the rich scholarship he has
drawn on. The book's nine chapters discuss (1) the Amerindian presence,
ca. 650-1540, (2) early English colonization, (3) sugar and slavery, (4) slave
society and economy, (5) abolition and emancipation, (6) free society in the
nineteenth century, (7) economie depression, reform, and rebellion, (8) the
struggle for statehood, (9) post-independence issues.

Inevitably, there is some unevenness in the depth of analysis that reflects,
in large part, relative strengths in the current state of scholarship. Hence,
the four-page text devoted to Amerindians in the millennium before
European contact draws on the best available research, but wets rather than
satisfies the reader's appetite. But Beckles deserves credit for the chapter's
orientation, which successfully integrates analysis of Amerindian Barbados
with the fundamentally transformed colonial and post-colonial eras.

The strengths of Barbadian historiography coincide with the author's
own research interests to make Chapters 2 through 6 most rewarding. Here
Beckles is to be commended not, as in Chapter 1, for teasing information
out of sparse data, but rather for distilling and presenting most cogently the
fine work of such leading authorities as Richard Dunn, Jerome Handler,
Woodville Marshall, Karl Watson and, of course, Beckles himself. His suc-
cess in incorporating the dominant theme of recent scholarship, by placing
the lives and labor of the mass of the island's women and men - slaves - at
the center of his analysis, is particularly gratifying.

Chapter 7 argues that the forty years leading up to the 1937 riots were
pivotal in determining the island's evolution, and here Beckles reprises the
theme of the powerful role played by rebellion and resistance whose thread
runs throughout his discussion of the slavery era. Buoyed with money remit-
ted by emigrants working on the Panama Canal, while being detrimentally
affected by changes in the sugar industry, Barbados's black population
mobilized in the early twentieth century. When the Depression of the 1930s
exacerbated racism and poverty, the black working class took to the streets,
setting in motion the chain of events that culminated in the demise of colo-
nialism and the restructuring of island politics heretofore dominated by the
merchant-planter elite.

In tracing the maturation of this new political order in the transition from
colony to state (Chapter 8), Beckles's own political orientation is at its most
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obtrusive, and his lament at lost opportunities for more radical political
change is harshly critical of the era's most powerful politician, Grantley
Adams. The more ideological tone, combined with a heavier concentration
on institutional political developments, rather sets this chapter off from the
rest of the book.

The closing chapter, "Some Post-Independence Trends," like the opening
chapter, leaves the reader wanting more. Indeed, its meager six pages of text
read more as a synopsis of topics that should be covered when concluding a
history of the island with an examination of its quarter-century as an inde-
pendent state. Although the author should again be commended for the
issues he raises, and particularly for emphasizing how the institutionaliza-
tion of the cultural renaissance that accompanied independence affected
Barbadian society, the brevity of his analysis fails to do them justice.

Beckles's accomplishment in describing "the collective historical experi-
ence of all the island's inhabitants" (p. xv) sets him apart from previous
authors of general histories of Barbados, and redresses biases (especially,
though not exclusively, those related to race, gender, color, and class) that
marred their work. Barbadian historiography is indeed fortunate to have at
its heart a synthesis of this caliber. Not only does A History of Barbados
provide the Standard for measuring future efforts at writing the island's
history, but it can also play a part in filling a significant lacuna in the scholar-
ship of the developing world, by acting as inspiration and providing guid-
ance in the long-overdue compilation of cogent general histories for the
many other nations, in the Caribbean and elsewhere, whose experiences
with colonialism and its aftermath are as yet poorly chronicled.

Natural Rebels: A Social History of Enslaved Black Women in Barbados.
HILARY McD. BECKLES. New Brunswick NJ and London: Rutgers Uni-
versity Press and Zed Books, 1990 and 1989. ix + 197 pp. (Cloth US$ 35.00,
£29.95, Paper US$ 13.95, £8.95)

GERTRUDE J. FRASER

Department of Anthropology
University of Virginia
Charlottesville VA 22901. U.S.A.

Natural Rebels contributes to the small but growing literature on gender
and slavery in the Caribbean. Beckles presents the case of Barbados where,
unlike the rest of the Antilles, there was an unbroken demographic plurality
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of enslaved women, from the 1670s through emancipation. The book's title
is somewhat misleading. This work is not in the main about resistance.
Important too, much of what makes this study valuable is precisely that the
author illuminates the historically specific context of slave women's varied
experience of and responses to enslavement. Too bad then, to invoke the
"natural" as a means of inviting the reader inside the text.

According to Beckles, the social relations of production and reproduc-
tion are the focal points for understanding the logic of Barbadian slave
society, and slave women's place within it. "It seems ... reasonable to
argue," he writes, "that the requirements of work and reproduction placed
women in a position to develop a distinct perspective on the possible param-
eters of human exploitation" (p. 3). Given that premise, the book is topically
structured around the different sites and kinds of work that slave women
performed. That organizational approach leads to some repetition of mate-
rial and gives a sort of programmatic feel to the book. It does, however,
establish a main theme: that the relative value placed by owners and by the
enslaved women on their productive and reproductive capacities was in part
a function of the kinds of work that these women did.

Sex work - in a chapter on prostitutes and mistresses - is one site of
production explored by the author. Here he focuses in particular on what he
terms "coloured women," slaves of light complexion who were used as pros-
titutes and mistresses by their owners, largely in Bridgetown. The ambigui-
ties of such a system for the women themselves are perhaps best expressed
in the situation in which slave women who absconded from plantations were
protected from discovery and capture, only to be hired out to do doublé
duty as houseworkers and sexual partners. In other cases slave women who
gained their freedom, found it necessary because of the narrow possibilities
available to them, to become prostitutes themselves.

Beckles's discussion of women and labor is anchored by his chapters on
enslaved women who worked in the field - "Beasts of Burden" - and those
who did domestic labor - "House Women: the Privileged Few." In the chap-
ter on "field women," we find that by the 1660s, Barbadian planters had
developed a two-tiered racial and gender ideology. White indentured
women (and to some extent light-skinned colored women) were deemed
unsuitable for manual labor and taken from the fields, while black women
were considered biologically fit (by virtue of their race) for the duress of
sugar cane cultivation and all other forms of work in the fields. This ideol-
ogy, Beckles suggests, formed part of a structural division of labor in which
white men were assigned artisanal and supervisory roles while blacks were
excluded from all but unskilled physical labor. Thus the majority of
enslaved women in Barbados worked alongside men in the fields, doing the
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same tasks and being subjected to the same brutal punishments, received
the same inadequate dietary rations, and were expected to have similar
productivity levels.

In examining the data from Newton and Codrington plantations, for
example, Beckles finds that selections for plantation labor gangs were based
primarily on age rather than gender. Slave prices for "prime" working
slaves were roughly the same for men and women and reflected the plant-
ers' concern with production. Most revealing in this regard is Beckles's the-
sis that only in the latter part of the eighteenth century did concern with the
reproducing capacities of slave women take a preeminent place in the man-
agement of Barbadian plantations. Before then, he writes, "there was a
distinct hostility to natural reproduction ... among many planters who saw it
as a loss of labour time from women" (p. 37). Typically, enslaved women
worked through pregnancy and were rarely given time to recuperate from
childbirth or to nurse their infants; early death for women and high infant
mortality rates were the inevitable consequences of such policies.

The few enslaved women who worked as household domestics in a
variety of capacities provide the oppositional foil for Beckles's description
of field women. He takes their presence in the system to indicate that the
experience of women in slavery was not a unitary one. Where, for example,
women in the field were removed from close contact with white authorities,
female house slaves were not. They used this situational intimacy, Beckles
argues, to gain favors and to mitigate the worst hardships of their status as
chattel. Not surprisingly, therefore, he finds that female domestic slaves
entered into sexual unions with white men in order to have light-skinned
children, as a measure of their elite status, and as insurance against a return
to labor in the fields. Because he relies on the observations of contemporary
whites, Beckles's portrait of domestic slaves is highly problematic. He does
make reference to the brutalized condition of many women who worked in
the domestic sphere, but his analysis is vested in the dichotomy between
field and household. Might there be other frameworks within which to con-
sider black women with a shared status as slaves? By bracketing these
women within the hierarchy set by the Barbadian planter class, Beckles is
able to describe their differences, but is less able to specify the commonality
of their experiences.

Unmediated contradictions that cropped up often proved frustrating. We
are told early in the work, for example, that planters viewed the presence of
slave women as a stabilizing force on plantations, but in a later chapter on
resistance we are informed that planters acknowledged and feared women's
resistance activities. Further, Beckles rarely subjects the writings of contem-
porary observers of plantation life to any rigorous analysis or criticism. It
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is hard work for his readers to distinguish between the historian's voice and
the sundry opinions of local and colonial whites, often apologists for the
system.

Though it is not without flaws, this study will generate much scholarly
interest. Beckles's work comes at a time when the historical neglect of black
women in New World plantation societies is becoming increasingly impos-
sible. It is best read as a companion text to Barbara Bush's Slave Women in
Caribbean Society, 1650-1838 and the ground-breaking work of Lucille
Mathurin (1974, 1975).
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This ambitious and stimulating book seeks to integrate intellectual, politi-
cal, and social history by investigating the cluster of ideas that lay behind the
decisions taken by British policy-makers and officials, by planters and by
ex-slaves, as they tried to deal with the repercussions of emancipation in
Jamaica. "Freedom" in 1838, Holt reminds us, was a "historically particular
and socially constructed phenomenon"; and he probes the mentalités of the
British and Jamaican ruling elites to elucidate which versions or readings of
freedom were acceptable and which were unthinkable.

In essence Holt has undertaken a study of ideas, and chiefly of British
ideas. His central theme is that liberal democratie theory shaped all the
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assumptions, and hence the decisions, of the policy-makers (including the
abolitionists) and the officials who determined Jamaican affairs in the dec-
ades after emancipation. Ex-slaves were to be transformed into a rural pro-
letariat, responsive to market forces and driven by a desire for self-improve-
ment which could only be satisfied by steady wage labor; "artificial wants"
would replace coercion. The model here, of course, was the transformation
of British agricultural laborers and peasants into a market-disciplined pro-
letariat. Slave-owners, too, were to become modern employers dedicated to
rational management and the cash nexus.

But what if former slaves and former owners alike refused to follow the
script? What if ex-slaves laid claim to an alternative vision of freedom and
planters proved to be recalcitrant towards "free labor ideology and liberal
democratie statecraft"? The failures of British policy in Jamaica in the dec-
ade after 1838, along with other developments at home and in the wider
empire, brought about a decisive shift. By the early 1860s a new orthodoxy
had emerged. Liberal democratie theory didn't work in Jamaica because the
blacks were "innately lazy," unmoved by the drive to self-improvement;
neither blacks nor whites could be trusted with self-government and closer
imperial control was essential.

Holt's central concern is to elucidate these ideas and to show how they
shaped the making and implementation of policy for Jamaica between 1832
and the end of the century. Excursions into Canadian and Irish affairs illu-
minate the shifts in British discourse on colonial government, race, and land
issues. (Donald Wood pointed out long ago that Ireland was important in
the shaping of Caribbean policy in the post-emancipation decades, though
he was thinking about Trinidad.) Holt's discussion of these developments is
immensely learned and stimulating to read. He is less successful in elucidat-
ing what freedom meant for the black Jamaicans, though in his preface he
states that his aim is to devote "nearly equal attention" to the makers and
the objects of policy so far as the sources permit. Only in Chapter 5, and in a
few pages in Chapter 8 (pp. 289-95), does he devote much space to the
ex-slaves' world-view. He points out that one can only grasp their ideas and
motives by interpreting their behavior, and his discussion of the ex-slaves'
aims and aspirations in Chapter 5 is lucid and balanced, though hardly origi-
nal. On the whole, though, other historians (Mary Turner, Monica Schuier,
Swithin Wilmot, Gad Heuman) have done more to help us understand the
world that black Jamaicans struggled to make after 1838, and it seems fair to
say that this task is not central to Holt's study.

Much of this long book, it should be clear, is devoted to analysis of British
ruling-class discourse on problems of freedom, race relations, and colonial
policy. The discussion of developments in Jamaica - post-1834 labor/man-
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agement struggles, the fate of the sugar industry, peasant development,
Assembly politics 1838-65, the road to Morant Bay - is fairly orthodox, even
familiar. Specialists on Jamaican or Caribbean history are not likely to be
startled by novel data or interpretations, but they will, I think, be stimulated
by the lively and sophisticated way in which Holt treats these topics and
links them to ideological shifts in Britain.

It must be said, however, that the dates in Holt's title are somewhat mis-
leading, for his treatment of the period between 1866 and 1938, though
often interesting, is distinctly sketchy. At times, in this section of the book
(Part Four), he seems in danger of losing focus, and Chapters 9 and 10 have
a rather disjointed, spotty, epilogue-like quality. The actual epilogue (pp.
381-402) tries to link the struggles of Jamaicans in the 1930s, and even later,
to those of the post-emancipation decades; but I did not find this attempt
altogether convincing. (The recent book by Abigail Bakan is more success-
ful in elucidating the continuities between 1831-32,1865, and 1938, though
in all other respects it is inferior to Holt's in depth and erudition.) Perhaps
Holt's anxiety to link his scholarship with the "concerns of [his] historical
present" (p. xviii) led him to take his work up to 1938 and even beyond; but
we would have had a more cohesive book, I think, if he had withstood the
temptation.

It should be clear that I am not convinced that all the large claims made
for this book in the author's preface have been fully justified. But I hope it is
also clear that this is a learned, stimulating, and elegantly written work
which will interest anyone concerned with Jamaican, Caribbean, and British
history in the nineteenth century. By illuminating the world-view of aboli-
tionists, cabinet ministers, Colonial Office staff, governors, magistrates, and
planters, Holt has given us a sophisticated and subtle analysis of policy-
making at a crucial juncture in the history of Jamaica and the British Carib-
bean.
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The history of the slave population of Trinidad is bound to be different from
that of the slave populations in those parts of the French and British Carib-
bean which never changed hands. In fact, it could be argued that Trinidad
belonged to two different slavery systems. Until 1797 Trinidad was part of
the Iberian Atlantic system and developed very slowly. Only during the
second half of the eighteenth century did large-scale plantation agriculture
come into existence, particularly after 350 families from the French Lesser
Antilles had settled on the island, bringing 33,000 slaves with them. The
exports of cotton and sugar increased dramatically.

Unfortunately, the archival legacy of the Spanish administration did not
allow the author of this book to analyze the vital statistics of the Trinidad
slave population before 1800 in any detail. The situation changed when the
British conquered the island. They produced an abundance of statistical
material on the slave population. In view of this discrepancy it is impossible
to say whether the development of large-scale agriculture and the subse-
quent British conquest had a negative impact on the demography of the
Trinidadian slaves. By 1813, when the registration of slaves in Trinidad was
first conducted, the 17,000 slaves were already experiencing all the demo-
graphic drawbacks of a young and growing pioneer plantation society, such
as a high percentage of recently imported slaves from Africa, a high propor-
tion of men, and relatively few children.

The author has done an excellent job of analyzing these registration data.
In addition to the introductory chapters, a chapter on the administrative
history of the Trinidad slave registration, and two chapters on demographic
and statistical methods, the author provides most of his new information on
family structures, fertility, and mortality in Chapters 4, 6 and 7, which bring
us closer to solving several of the demographic riddles of Caribbean slavery.

As far as the influences on fertility are concerned, the author points out
that a large percentage of the slaves lived neither in nuclear families nor in
truncated nuclear families, but outside a family. The percentage of African
slave women living without a family was almost doublé that of creole slave
women. The author confirms the outcome of other demographic studies
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indicating that slave women living on sugar plantations had fewer children
than female slaves living elsewhere. In addition, the author mentions that
the nationality of the planters had an impact on the demography of their
slaves: on British-owned plantations slaves were worked harder than on the
Spanish and French plantations, especially when these plantations
belonged to an absentee owner, where the manager was usually interested
in short term profits. As a result the fertility of slave women on British-
owned plantations was somewhat lower.

Similar influences can be detected in the analysis of slave mortality. Mor-
tality was lowest on cocoa plantations. Slaves working in skilied positions
usually lived longer than those working in the field. Small plantations knew
a relatively high mortality, which declined until the plantation counted
around 220 slaves, at which point the death rate rose again. Mortality rates
among creole slaves were lower than among slaves bom in Africa.

In his conclusion, the author argues that the fertility rates of the Trinida-
dian slave population were not disastrously low, but that they were not high
enough to compensate for the high mortality among the slaves, especially
among slave children. In his plea to study slave mortality, and particularly
child mortality, the author confirms the hypothesis of Kenneth Kiple. In this
line of reasoning the nature of the slave treatment loses much of its signif-
icance. Was the high mortality of children in tropical America confined to
the servile population or did it also occur among the free, expatriate
Europeans? Unfortunately, the author does not provide us with data on this
group. Would these figures destroy the received assumptions that the slave
status by itself was the main cause for a poor demographic performance in
the Caribbean? The child mortality hypothesis also casts doubt on the
effects of the amelioration policy since this policy was mainly aimed at
increasing fertility. Yet J.R. Ward (1988) has argued differently. To answer
these questions more information is needed on other slave and non-slave
populations in the Caribbean along the lines provided by the precise, clear,
and detailed analysis of this book.
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Published only months before the author's premature death, Jews in
Another Environment is a contribution to our understanding of a commu-
nity at once "remote and unimportant to the [Euro-centered] mainstream
of Jewish history" yet "perhaps the most privileged Jewish community in
the world" (pp. xiii, 1). Aligning itself with "the new social history," the book
has a peculiar agenda - it is explicitly "not a history of the Jews in Suri-
nam[e], nor does it chronicle the growth of a community and its institutions
from their origins" (p. 1). Rather, it focuses exclusively on the second half of
eighteenth century and organizes itself around the theme of "environment,"
very broadly defined.

In "The Environment of Migration and Mobility," Cohen traces the shift
from prior voluntary movement to frequent forced migration, using various
cliometric tools. Passenger lists of incoming ships are analyzed to show, for
example, that more Ashkenazim than Sephardim arrived in the late eigh-
teenth century, that most arrivals were unmarried men, and that the great
majority of arrivals came from Amsterdam (whence many, part of the grow-
ing urban poor, had been more or less expelled by the authorities of the
Jewish community). Departing ship lists are similarly analyzed, with
Amsterdam found to be the most common destination, and the other half of
departees split between Caribbean destinations (mainly, the commercially-
flourishing Golden Rock of St. Eustatius) and New England (N.B. Table 2.3,
"Departures from Surinam 1771-1795," is misaligned: the New England fig-
ures should represent an aggregate of Rhode Island, Boston, New London,
etc, not an additional row); in the case of departures, business travel was
the most common motivation. Unlike other Europeans, the Jews who came
to Suriname "did not come to enrich themselves and leave. When they left,
it was for business reasons or because the economie crisis [of the late eigh-
teenth century] had forced them out" (p. 34).

Next comes "The Environment of Climate and Health," in which Cohen
reviews diseases, health care, mortality (by season, sex, length of stay), and
birth intervals, tracing a general decline in the Sephardi population.

The chapter on "The Environment of Crisis Economy" describes, with
the help of various tables, the bursting of the plantation bubble during the
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1770s and its disastrous effects on the Jewish population, particularly the
wealthy Sephardic planters, who soon joined their Ashkenazi brethern
(who were mainly engaged in commerce) in the rapidly growing town of
Paramaribo.

The next chapter nicely analyzes the cultural and intellectual environ-
ment. The final decades of the century saw an Enlightenment awakening
that included both Jews and Christians and brought, for the first time, signif-
icant numbers of books to the colony. Cohen goes to some lengths to ana-
lyze the 433-book, French-influenced library of David Cohen Nassy - "the
furniture of his mind" - following an inventory of 1782, and concludes that it
"would not have disgraced a Parisian intellectual of the second half of the
eighteenth century" (p. 122). Nonetheless, Cohen exaggerates the empti-
ness of local intellectual life in the periods both before and after the late
eighteenth century.

What Cohen calls "The Community Environment" takes up two chapters
that deal with the special privileges enjoyed by the community, various legal
challenges to communal authority, and the slow progress toward full inte-
gration into the administrative machinery of the colony. Conflicts over the
status of "Mulatto Jews," mainly the children of Sephardic masters and their
slave women, are of particular interest and lasted for years. Issues involved
cemetery rights, seating in the synagogue, and the legality of the establish-
ment of a "black" Jewish brotherhood; their negotiation and resolution
show, perhaps better than any other incident in the book, the embeddedness
of the Jewish community within the particular colonial context of Suriname.

Cohen's historical moment captures a colony in steep decline. "From a
flourishing plantation society [at mid-century] it had gradually dwindled
into a minor appendage to the extended Dutch colonial empire" (p. 175).
Joden Savanna, at the beginning of the period the heart of the Jewish com-
munity, had been largely deserted. As Cohen puts it in his concluding chap-
ter, what had made Suriname Jews unique (as an independent,
rural-dwelling, slave-holding plantation community with considerable legal
privileges) was now a thing of the past; what remained (bolstered by the
influx of poor immigrants from Amsterdam) - "the Jewish trader in Para-
maribo" - "did not greatly differ in character from his colleagues in Amster-
dam or London" (p. 176).

Cohen compares his book's organization to the wheel of a bicycle, with
each chapter serving as a spoke to hold it together (p. xiii). For this reviewer,
the wheel doesn't support the weight of the machine. This is history at a
distance, a particular style of "new social history" that largely eschews
empathy. The author gives readers little sense of the lived experience of
historical actors; the account and analysis proceed at some remove from the
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everyday world of the men and women who lived in Joden Savanna or Para-
maribo. There is nothing on relations with the vast numbers of slaves who
surrounded these Jews; indeed, there is very little on the texture of social
relations at all. And because the author deliberately avoids telling readers
about anything that predates mid-century, they have little sense of the world
into which the new immigrants arrived. (Nowhere, for example, is it pointed
out that during the period, Jews represented between one-third and one-
half of the "white" population or that African slaves outnumbered whites
by 20 or 25 to 1.) From Nassy's 1788 classic Essai historique to Cohen's final
book (passing along the way through works by R. Bijlsma, R.A.J. van Lier,
and many others, including an earlier book edited by Cohen), the history of
Suriname Jewry has found devoted and of ten passionate students. But a
historical study that balances the specificities of the religious and cultural
background of Suriname's Jews with their diverse colonial roles - a broad
social history that situates them fully within the developing colony - has yet
to be written.

The Forgotten Trade: Comprising the Log of the DANIEL AND HENRY of
1700 and Accounts of the Slave Trade from the Minor Ports of England,
1698-1725. NIGEL TATTERSFIELD. London: Jonathan Cape, 1991. ixx + 460
pp. (Cloth £20.00)

RUSSELL R. MENARD
Department of History
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis MN 55455, US.A.

Nigel Tattersfield's The Forgotten Trade is two books in one. The first, and
most interesting, is a detailed reconstruction of the voyage of the Daniel and
Henry, which sailed to West Africa in early 1700 to buy slaves for the
Jamaica market. The second book is a useful survey of the slave trade con-
ducted by merchants in England's minor ports in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. Together they provide a comprehensive, illumi-
nating, and deeply disturbing account of this appalling business from the
perspective of the English periphery.

At the end of the seventeenth century, the slave trade looked promising
to outport merchants looking for a big strike. A law of 1698 opened the
business to independent traders upon paying a 10 percent tax on their out-
bound cargo that would be turned over to the Royal African Company,
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which in turn surrendered its monopoly. Moreover, the end of the French
War brought a boom to trade and drove prices for slaves and sugar sharply
higher. Responding to those opportunities, three prosperous tobacco mer-
chants, Daniel Ivy and Henry Arthur of Exeter and James Gould of Dor-
chester, decided to branch out and cash in. They outfitted the Daniel and
Henry, a 200-ton "haggboat" that had spent the previous decade in the
tobacco trade, for a slaving voyage, assembled a cargo of cloth, ironware,
liquor, and weapons, found a captain and crew, and shipped the venture off
on February 24,1700. An old Africa hand might have anticipated difficulties
- the cargo was overpriced, the crew of 44 too large, and the captain of
limited experience - but the first leg of the voyage was uneventful. How-
ever, once the ship reached the Grain Coast on March 30, difficulties began.
The entire region from Cape Mesurado to Alampo was crowded with trad-
ers, slaves were in short supply, and the captain's lack of familiarity with
local geography, languages, and business conventions began to teil. The ship
spent four and a half months sailing the coast before it purchased its full
complement of slaves, and about 70 percent of them were female, a poor
mix for the Caribbean market. On September 6, after a brief stop at Sao
Tome for provisions and repairs, the ship set off for Jamaica.

Things quickly deteriorated. Some of the slaves had been chained in the
hold since April and the ship was badly overcrowded as the captain, trying
to make up for the delays and the poor gender mix, had taken on 452 slaves,
too many for a healthy crossing. By the time the ship reached Port Royal,
206 of the slaves (and 10 of the crew) were dead, the rest in appalling condi-
tion. Port Royal, further, was crowded with slavers, there was little sugar to
be had, and the Daniel and Henry got caught up in a struggle with customs
officials that kept it in port for seven months. When it finally returned to
Dartmouth on July 23, 1701, eighteen months after setting out for West
Africa, it carried only £300 sterling worth of sugar and some dubious bills of
exchange. All told, the venture lost some £1500 sterling. Ivy had died in the
interim and Gould was rich enough to absorb the loss, but Henry Arthur
went bankrupt and into exile to escape his creditors.

The last half of The Forgotten Trade places the voyage of the Daniel and
Henry in context and adds detail by surveying slave trading activities in the
minor outports. While ships from those ports carried only a minuscule por-
tion of the ten to twelve million Africans forced onto American plantations,
Tattersfield provides a useful addition to a scholarship that has focused on
the big traders in London, Bristol, and Liverpool. And, he suggests, the
experience of Ivy, Arthur, and Gould was not atypical. The slave trade
brought handsome profits to many, but it was a risky business that required
experience and resources to make it pay. Those who tried to break in to
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make a quick strike often brought ruin to themselves and death to their
victims. •

The Forgotten Trade is not without difficulties. In particular, the logbook
of 'the Üdniel and Hêhry, which forms its core, is notreprinted in full but
readers are not fully informed of the rules which governed editing and selec-
tion. Nevertheless, this is a valuable book. Aimed at a general audience, it
provides a useful summary of current scholarship, fresh detail' on a
neglected aspect of Atlantic history, and a compelling description of this
most appalling of trades, one that manages to analyze the slave trade as a
business without losing sight of its horrors.

Colonialism and Science: Saint Domingue in the Old Regime. JAMES E.
MCCLELLAN III. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992. xviii +
393 pp. (Cloth US$ 52.00)

JOHN D. GARRIGUS
Department of History
Jacksonville University
Jacksonville FL 32211, US.A.

Anyone who has ever thumbed through Moreau de Saint-Méry's Descrip-
tion ...de Saint-Domingue (1797) will appreciate the context this new book
provides for that classic work. Those students of slavery who are not famil-
iar with conditions in Saint-Domingue on the eve of the great slave uprising
are even more likely to benefit from Colonialism and Science. Yet scholars
interested in the social and intellectual preconditiohs of the Haitian Rëvo-
lution may be disappointed by the book's narrow approach to "organized
knowledge" in Saint-Domingue.

Colonialism and Science is divided into three sections. The first, perhaps
the most useful to a wide audience, recreates the French plantation colony
that existed until 1789. As McClellan notes, Saint-Domingue is terra incog-
nito for many students of the eighteenth century, and his book's first five
chapters engagingly remedy that condition. The next five chapters supply an
overview of science in the colony, covering medicine, natural history, and
applied botany, as well as Saint-Domingue's role as an outpost for French
scientific observation. There is much here to reward students of the French
islands, including a fascinating account of the attempt to smuggle a cochi-
neal dye industry from Guatemala to Saint-Domingue.

The heart of the book, however, is in it final chapters, which are a history
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of the Cercle des Philadelphes, a scientific society founded in 1784. McClel-
lan charts the Cerc/e's rapid progress to royal and academie accreditation
and convincingly refutes earlier schölarship that portrayedlit'as a.Masonic
institution. . . • • ••'• > • ' • . . , •.. . •..., ,•,. .-,

Yet for all these achievements, McClellan's book is not a "comprehensive
account of science and civilization in Saint Domingue" (p. xi). It is too con-
cerned with physical, as opposed to social, science to capture the full story of
"organized knowledge" in Saint-Domingue. These prioritiesblind McClel-
lan to pressures that hastened the downfall of the French colony and the
Cercle itself.

McClellan underscores the Cercle's insistence on the practical benefits of
its investigations; he emphasizes that science in Saint-Domingue was aimed
above all at increasing the profitability of the plantation system and had
little interest in challenging the slave regime. Yet there was tension between
slavery's defenders and eighteenth-century science in Saint-Domingue, for
the Cercle's stress on utility had social as well as technical elements. Some of
the group's most prominent members hoped to reform colonial society - not
by doing away with slavery, but by improving the civil status of Saint-Dom-
ingue's large free population of color.

In using the Cercle to illustrate the convergence of science and adminis-
tration in French colonization, McClellan overlooks this reform movement.
For example, the Encyclopedie article under muldtre argued that racial prej-
udice in France's colonies, though a necessary component of the slave sys-
tem, should be modified in the interest of utility, and specifically, that free
men of color should be used to defend the colony. This was justified by a
"scientific" evaluation of the physical and psychological characteristics of
this group - by the fiscal and military needs of France. Such a reform was
attémpted several times after 1763, but it was repeatedly defeated by whites
who refused to loosen racial codes.

McClellan says little on this controversy, despite the Cercle's involve-
ment. The society, like the administrators it courted, tried to promote civic-
minded improvements in the colony. In July 1789 the Cercle attémpted to
award a gold medal to a former slave who had founded a poor house. The
award was blocked by whites who believed it threatened the "necessary
stain" of African descent. McClellan relegates this incident to a footnote (p.
353, n. 84).

But for suspicious planters there was circumstantial evidence linking the
Cercle to anti-slavery philosophes in Paris. The very year the Cercle was
founded, Saint-Domingue's wealthy free men of color sent a representative
to France to meet with the same administrators pursued by the Cercle in its
campaign for official recognition. That representative, Julien Raimond, was
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an indigo planter of one-quarter African descent, who had read the Ency-
clopedie and had undertaken on his own properties many of the technical
improvements urged by the Cercle. Once in France Raimond delivered his
appeal for racial reform in the very language of utility and efficiency that
had such success for the Cercle. By 1789 Raimond had allied with the aboli-
tionist Amis des Noirs.

"Utility" was a sword that could cut two ways in a plantation society
driven by the profit motive but based on- ill-defined social and racial cate-
gories. McClellan describes a "counter-revolutionary purge" of the Cercle
in 1789 which resulted in the public humiliation of the Cercle's founder as a
"traitor." The author attributes this to "deep tensions that rent the colony's
little scientific society," but probes no further. By 1791 the Cercle'?, leaders
were presenting papers "on the physical and moral character of the mulat-
toes" to distance themselves from Parisian abolitionists. For McClellan, this
was an extraordinary turn, but he does not recognize that before the Revo-
lution some perceived the Cercle's scientific agenda as threatening the "nec-
essary" division between black and white.

Theodore Roosevelt's Caribbean: The Panama Canal, the Monroe Doctrine,
and the Latin American Context. RICHARD H. COLLIN. Baton Rouge: Loui-
siana State University Press, 1990. xviii + 598 pp. (Cloth US$ 45.00)

LOWELL GUDMUNDSON
Latin American Studies
Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley MA 01075, U.S.A.

Richard Nixon is said to have explained his penchant for foreign affairs at
the expense of domestic policy by saying that the U.S. economy ran itself
and only in foreign policy could a president make his mark. Whether Nixon
ever really said this or not is unclear, but U.S. diplomatic historians of the
traditional or consensus school seem not only to share the belief but to go
well beyond it to claim a virtually hermetic seal dividing domestic socio-
economic structure and presidentially-driven foreign policy. Collin's mas-
sive reconstruction of Roosevelt's "life and times," heavily based on the
protagonist's voluminous private papers, represents a sophisticated and
readable narrative account, but one that fails to account for either the Latin
American or the U.S. "context" which produced the man and his acts. While
far from simple apologetics, this study establishes an interpretive frame-
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work that virtually guarantees the most positive reading possible of the man
and his deeds, all the while claiming to argue against both the hagiographic
and demonizing traditions.

The study has its strengths, and foremost among them is the author's
insistence upon the importance of restoring the geopolitical context of the
time as the standard of judgment for Roosevelt's policies. The relative
weakness of the United States on the world stage and German rivalry in the
Caribbean, as well as the prospect of multinational European intervention
to collect Venezuelan or Dominican debts, were indeed the parameters
within which Roosevelt acted. Moreover, it is no doubt true that the less
subtle versions of anti-imperialist or world systems theory, well represented
by scholars such as LeFebre, Healey, or Schoonover working on Central
America and the Caribbean, against which Collin argues throughout the
work, have been guilty of portraying this time period as little more than a
"warm up" for post-World War II American great power politics.

However, this important and timely point is repeatedly compromised by
a kind of special pleading typical of American historiographical "exception-
alism" which even an explicitly multinational and contextual study such as
this fails to escape. The call for contextualization is too often confused with
the sort of atheoretical empiricism in which only the perceptions and expe-
riences of the participants are assigned causal validity. In this version, rather
than theoretically informed defense of the traditional position it becomes a
life and times study of how Roosevelt may very well have seen the world (or
arranged his papers to make it appear).

Collin explores the U.S. and Latin American contexts using very different
standards of judgment. For the United States, the "great man" theory is
seemingly rejected, when we are told that Roosevelt was really only a tal-
ented politician severely constrained by both Congress and partisan poli-
tics. However, the apparent "deflation" of Roosevelt's credit or blame for
U.S. policies is quickly followed by some extraordinarily sympathetic rela-
tivism. Roosevelt is here a man who spoke in typically North American,
offensively racist and jingoist language, as did his domestic adversaries, but
didn't really mean it. (Collin terms Kaiser Wilhelm's similar rhetoric "terri-
fying messianic zeal" - p. 71.)

Similarly, U.S. diplomats are alternately portrayed as rarely coming
from the monied upper classes (whose interests Collin's opponents see the
diplomats as advancing, consciously or not), and as aristocrats who de-
spised trade and mere merchants (pp. 10-11, 38), depending on the conve-
nience for the argument at hand. Anyone familiar with Schoonover's The
United States in Central America, 1865-1914 (Duke University Press, 1991)
will be astounded to find that U.S. diplomats in the region could be charac-
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terized, even with allowances for rhetorical flourish, as "ordinary com-
moners."

A similarly indulgent relativism does not inform the author's Latin
American contextualizations. If great man theories are rejected for Roose-
velt's own context, they are warmly embraced south of the border. While
the Colombian leadership is pilloried, perhaps with some justification, as
hopelessly obscurantist Conservatives who missed their chance (the deal as
it were), rejecting perfectly reasonable and honorable offers from the
United States, Collin traces much of the resultingihumiliation and disarray
throughout the region to the tragic death of great men such as Marti. Curi-
ously, the author even offers fulsome praisefor Antonio Guzman Blanco in
Venezuela, risking comparisons with Boh'var that will come.as a surprise to
both Venezuelans and Latin Americanist historians: :

The basic sourcefonsuch a peculiar view can be traced back to the
author's claim that the U.S. experiencewas one of anexceptionally.success-
ful democratie capitalist ("development eapitalism") social order. Whether
in the argument for no causal link between foreign policy and imperialist
economie interest, or in the condescending interpretation of sugar having
ruined the development possibilities of Caribbean national societies with its
distorting monoculture and income concentration, a pristine vision of suc-
cessful development informs the analysisof domesticsociety andpolitics in
the United States:iGiven this sort of U.S. context as point of departure, the
attempt to both refute • the worldi systems or dependencyi school of anti-
imperialist scholarship and establish a different "context" for Latin Amer-
ican (mis)development encounters few obstacles.

However, two elementary questions kept nagging at this reader. Why
would it have been irrational for Colombian Conservative nationalists to
simply procrastinate and resist any and all attempts to build a U.S.-dom-
inated canal? Must'they too have submitted to the demands of "develop-
ment capitalismr outof respect for some sortof modernity only accidentally
being pushed by; Teddy Roosevelt rather than the Kaiser? Could it be that
they were justifiedin thinking that any concession would inevitably lead to a
complete loss of sovereignty? Furthermore, if it is true that Roosevelt was
far more concerned on a daily basis with European and Asian affairs than
the Caribbean, and that he could not have foreseen the distant future with
clarity, why should one believe that he could not have known that the
United States was already then on the verge of becoming the overwhelm-
ingly dominant power in the entire Caribbean region? Such a suspension of
belief, farfrom respeetful of historical context;ismacksof the special plead-
ing of Reagan era figures such'as Elliot1 Abrams who loudly warned against
alleged Sandinista military -"superiority" in the region, all the while stu-
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diously ignoring the one dominant military force in the region, his own.
Much can be gained from reading this exhaustive study of Theodore Roose-
velt's Caribbean policies and adventures. Readers will be rewarded with a
fascinating, if well-scrubbed, portrait of a figure polemical yet today. How-
ever, as with many such studies of, U.S. diplomacy based on. presidential
papers, critical readers would be we 11 advised to.take along their own ver-
sion of an historical "special prosecutor" for added security.

Strategy and Security in the Caribbean. IVELAW L. GRIFEITH (ed.,). New
York: Praeger, 1991. xv+ 208 pp. (Gloth US$,45.00)

ANDRÊS SERBIN
Venézuelan Institute of Social and Polïtical Studies (INVESP) ' '
Aparfadó 80948
1080 Caracas, Venezuela '• • , • • , • • . i •

The world has become increasingly interdependent and complex. The Cold
War has ended1 and ithe new international agenda is, focused on. economie,
environmental, and,societal issues, notonly.,on security matters. Jnthis
framework, a broad debate on the limits of the traditional concept of. secu-
rity and its military and strategie dimensions has;taken;place'among,schol-
ars. At the same; time,, the situationan the Caribbean has changed dramat-
ically. • : • - . , • • . • • ; . • . •. . •

Cuba; is no longera threat and is mainly concerned with its own domestic
problems. The Cuban:influence in the region, has diminished and the.Gre-
nada invasion is- already part of regional historyv The external powers are
retreating from the,Garibbean or are'emphasizing the importance of trade
and finance (more than assistance and cooperation) with the regional states.
A new'security agenda has. been drawn up for, the region from loutside,
focusingon drug. trafficking,] migration^ and environment. There is an
increasing sense of a geopolitical vacuüm in the Caribbean. The anglophone
members of the CARICOM are. looking moreand more toward regional
modalities of cooperation, and integration withithe non-anglophone Carib-
bean states (such as the Dominican Republic, Haiti, PuertoRico, Suriname,
and even Cuba)and LatimAmerican Continental countries (sueh as Mexico,
Colombia, andt Venezuela) asj aetors with' a ,key .roleinthe; new regional
security^agenda. , i i - • , • •.:.• . • > . •< . .

Notwithstanding all this, the general approach of1 the volume edited by
Ivelaw Griffith still seems immersed in the post-Grenada debate about mili-
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tarization and the security dilemmas of small states in the region. This self-
centered and paroquial approach ignores the new geopolitical dynamics of
the Caribbean and continues to look at the region as if it were reduced to the
anglophone West Indies.

This limitation is particularly unfortunate because the volume has some
excellent and well documented scholarly contributions, particularly the
chapter on "Security Perceptions of English Caribbean Elites" by Griffith
and the article authored by Humberto Garcia Muniz on "Decolonization,
Demilitarization, and Denuclearization in the Caribbean," in the first part
of the book dedicated to regional security issues. Although the other two
chapters of the first part: "Political Violence in the Caribbean" by Neville C.
Duncan (which could have benefited from some comparative insights on
the Dominican Republic or Haiti) and "Postinvasion Political Security in
the Eastern Caribbean" by Clifford E. Griffin are less solid, they never-
theless constitute a valuable contribution.

Unfortunately the second part, dedicated to "National Strategy and Se-
curity" and focused on the study of four national cases (Barbados defense
policy by Dion Phillips; the case of Belize by Alma Young; the military in
Guyana by Ivelaw Griffith; and the U.S. Virgin Islands security situation by
Jeanette Domingo), especially deserves the initial critical remarks because
they mostly focus on cases already extensively studied from a small state
traditional security perspective.

In sum, it is to be regretted that the better contributions in the book are
likely to be overlooked in a volume lacking insight and broader regional
perspective, while identifying itself with a narrow approach to the concept
of security and ignoring more complex Caribbean realities.

Olie op de golven: de betrekkingen tussen Nederland/Curagao en Venezuela
gedurende de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw. M.J. VAN DEN BLINK.
Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1989. 119 pp. (Paper NLG 29.50)

W.E. RENKEMA
Sperwerkamp 33
3972 WB Driebergen, the Netherlands

From the very moment the Dutch occupied Curacao (1634) the relations
between the Netherlands and Curacao on one side and Venezuela on the
other have been characterized by tensions and conflicts. The reason for this
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was the contraband trade in
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particular, which was carried on via Cura?ao with the coast of South Amer-
ica. As long as Spain maintained a monopolistic mercantile system in its
colonial realm - without providing a sufficient supply and transport of prod-
ucts for its colonies - there was ample opportunity for smuggling via Cura-
c.ao. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a new element was added to
this. Independent Venezuela had an unstable political structure; civil wars
and revolutionary changes of power succeeded each other rapidly. As a
result, the trading center Curac.ao became important as a hiding place for
Venezuelan political refugees and as a basis for conspirators who prepared a
revolution in Venezuela. Curac.ao tried to profit from these tensions as
much as possible. But this inevitably caused problems. As soon as the island
or the Netherlands took sides this could have fatal consequences, for
today's refugee could become tomorrow's ruler, as became evident in 1870
when Antonio Guzman Blanco - expelled from Curac,ao not much earlier -
succeeded in taking over power in Caracas. Immediately after his assump-
tion of power, ships of Curacao merchants were seized by the new govern-
ment.

In the twentieth century, when a big oil refinery (Royal Dutch/Shell) was
established in Curacao, which refined raw material imported from Vene-
zuela, the relations between Venezuela and Curacao (and the Netherlands)
took on a new dimension. The mutual dependence made it necessary to
establish stable relations. Olie op de golven, by the Dutch writer Van den
Blink, deals with the diplomatic relations between the Netherlands/Curacao
and Venezuela during the oil-period. The author confined himself to the
years between 1908 and 1935, the period of the dictatorship of Juan Vicente
Gómez. During the first half of this period there existed no official diplomatic
relations between the Netherlands and Venezuela; when diplomatic contacts
were resumed in 1921, W.G.E. d'Artillac Brill was appointed Dutch ambassa-
dor to Venezuela. He held this office until 1935, the end of the Gómez period.
On the basis of a great many examples the author demonstrates that Brill was
on good terms with Gómez and could influence his decisions. That proved
favorable for the Dutch oil interests in Venezuela and Curacao.

The author deals extensively with a number of complications concerning
the oil production, some concessions and Venezuelan plans to build a large
transshipment port on the peninsula of Paraguana. In all these matters the
Dutch and Cura?ao economie interests were threatened, and so the Dutch
embassy was called in for help - together with English diplomats - to avert
calamities.

In his turn Gómez also was eager to have good relations with European
countries (and the United States), since he was dependent on foreign invest-
ments for the exploitation of oil reserves. Not only to protect his own posi-
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tion, but also to keep the investment climate favorable, Gómez quenched
each protest against his government. Political stability in Venezuela and
consolidation of Gómez were in the interests of the oil companies. The
Dutch government, too, realized that Dutch economie interests would ben-
efit from political stability in Venezuela.

However, Curacao was also.a hiding place for political refugees from that
country. How were they to deal with this? Should the rights of the refugees
now be subordinated to economie interests? Should the Venezuelan request
for an extradition treaty be met? In diseussions on this question the Dutch
distrust of Venezuelan jurisdiction played an important role. Brill was
aware of the negative aspects of Gómez'si repressive administration: the
absence of personal freedoms and rights, the corruption, the clique of yes
men around the dictator; etc. Due to>lack of independent judges in Vene-
zuela, extradited political refugees could not count on afair trial.The extra-
dition treaty was never concluded. However, the governor of Curacao did
get instructions to keep a closer watch on foreigners. From that moment the
stream of refugees shifted to Puerto Rico. Nevertheless, in 1929, opponents
of Gómez succeeded in invading Venezuela from Curacao (in what is
known as the Urbina incident).

The policy regardingithe,relations:with Venezuela was entirely deter-
mined by the, ministers of Foreign Affairs and Colonial Affairs in The
Hague, in.concert with,the embassy in Caracas., Although central in the
diseussions^the parfwhich the Curacao.government wasallowed toplay in
the decision-making was remarkably.limited. Sometimes.the governor of
Curac.ao was even deliberately keptignorantofinformationi.lt is even more
striking that there was so little consultation between the Dutch ambassador
in Caracas and the governor of Curacao. The need for intensive contact was
certainly not very great on Brill's side. In his opinion the Dutch governors
did not have the faintest insight intO'Latin American affairs.

Van den Blink succeeded in delivering an interesting, concise, and clear
outline of the!(diplomatic)irelationsibetween Venezuela and the Nether-
lands in the period between 1908 and 1935. With the help of archival docu-
ments from'the departments of Foreign Affairs and ColoniaL Affairs, he
managed better than his predecessors to point out the arguments which
played a role in determining the Dutch policy toward Venezuela. Thanks to
his discoveries in the archives he was repeatedly in a positionto improve
uponprevious booksabout this subject. Some critieismcould be expressed
regarding the compositionof thebook.' However, its greatest shortcoming is
that it is written in Dutch. In discussing some questionable points in which
the interests of the Royal Duteh/Shell were at stake, the author proves that
B.S. McBetb did not give full credit in his Juan Vicente Gómez and the Oil
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Companies in Venezuela 1908-1935 (Cambridge, 1980) to the role of the
Dutch diplomatic representative and too often ascribed diplomatic suc-
cesses to the actions of English diplomats. As long as this kind of criticism is
published in Dutch it will escape the notice of Anglophone scholars, who
will therefore not have the opportunity of adjusting their views.

Radicalism and Social Change in Jamaica, 1960-1972. OBIKA GRAY. Knox-
ville: University of Tennessee Press, 1991. xiv + 289 pp. (Paper US$19.95)

HORATIO WILLIAMS

Department óf Political Science
Sarah Lawrence College '
Bronxville NY 10708, U.S.A.

Obika Gray's Radicalism and Social Change in Jamaica, 1960-1972 is one of
the most recent attempts to analyze the nature of post-independence poli-
tics in Jamaica. More specifically, its objective is "to understand the impact
of radical social movements on political change in Jamaica" (p. 1). The en-
deavor is-refreshing because it makes individual assessment of.all social
movements deemed to have contributed to change in the island. Gray is
quick to note that the book is "a work of historical reconstruction" which
"demanded extrapolation and inference" (p. 13). It is within.the context of
interpretative reconstruction that students of Jamaican political and social
history are likely to'evaluate the'work. E.H. Oarrhas emphasized the
importance of interpretation in writing history but at the same time cautions
that one interpretation is not necessarily as góod as another. In the present
case, I would argue that flaws flowing from the conceptual framework tend
to muddie the analysis.

The nature of political economy of the post-colonial state is the hub
around which any analysis of political development occurs. Because the
post-colonial state is never an island unto itself but has its roots grounded in
the structure of colonialism, there are fundamental constraints in terms of
external and internal vested interests which dictate the nature and direction
of politics and the limits of flexibility of the democratie process. The social
and political history of Jamaica demonstrates such constraints; it also illus-
trates the "natural" limitations of a small island as well as the reality of
geo-politics in the climate of the Cold War. Gray is not unaware of these
crucial limitations but they are not part of the pivotal focus of his conceptual
framework beyond their perfunctory mention.
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The analysis is therefore caught in an attempt to move away from mod-
ernization theory and neo-Marxist conceptualizations of the post-colonial
state. The result is a contradictory eclecticism. Thus, "the Jamaican state
may be characterized as an authoritarian democracy" (p. 10). The Jamaican
state is at once authoritarian and democratie because it has "pluralist" and
authoritarian features. Gray is rather vague in defining what constitutes the
"positive" and "negative" features of authoritarian democracy. Moreover,
in applying his "positive" and "negative" features to Jamaica, he fails to
analytically and empirically disentangle procedural democracy from sub-
stantive democracy. It is difficult to evaluate such categories as "high,"
"medium," and "moderate" in understanding authoritarian democracy.

The lack of rigor in conceptualizing the Jamaican problematic sterns in
part from the fundamental failure to grapple with the role of race, class, and
color. Gray seems to minimize the interest, solidarity, and allegiance of the
ruling classes to the extent that power struggles within these classes are
interpreted as sharp and irreconcilable. The class difference between the
PNP and JLP ruling elite was not essentially a difference of kind. The PNP
was hardly "an effective organ of radical change" (p. 230). Instead, it was a
solid, integral, and loyal part of the ruling classes. Just as features of proce-
dural democracy are confused with substantive democracy, Gray confuses
radical rhetoric embraced by the PNP with radical change. It is perhaps
more accurate to argue that the PNP played a pivotal role in maintaining the
equilibrium of the capitalist order; it acted as a safety valve for social move-
ments. But even as Gray elevates the role of the PNP to an agent of radical
social change, it is rather surprising that his account of the period 1960-72
devotes limited attention to the role of the PNP.

Despite certain flaws in the analysis which flow from lack of rigorous
conceptual grounding, Gray has nevertheless made an important contribu-
tion to the corpus of knowledge on post-independence political and social
development in Jamaica. The interpretation is interesting, provocative, and
in some ways incisive. The book's contribution lies in bringing together a
complex array of social groups and showing how they affected Jamaican
political and social history.
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Stains on My Name, War in My Veins: Guyana and the Politics of Cultural
Struggle. BRACKETTE F. WILLIAMS. Durham: Duke University Press, 1991.
xix + 322 pp. (Cloth US$ 34.95, Paper US$ 18.50)

DANIEL A. SEGAL

Anthropology and Historical Studies
Pitzer College
Claremont CA 91711. U.S.A.

At a moment when some cultural critics deride ethnography as a colonialist
discourse, Brackette Williams has made a compelling case for continuing to
work in the ethnographic tradition. Precisely because it is richly ethno-
graphic, Stains on My Name, War in My Veins would, I suspect, be quite
recognizable to earlier generations of anthropologists - one can imagine
Malinowski, Rivers, Benedict and others reading and learning from this
book. Yet at the same time, Williams's account of "the politics of cultural
struggle" in a peripheral, post-colonial society makes a significant contribu-
tion to contemporary scholarly debates.

Williams's research was conducted in a Guyanese coastal community
(pseudonym Cockalorum) with a population of roughly 5,000. Her account
of daily life in Cockalorum focuses on how its residents "make a living"
(how they secure income) and how they "make life" (how they live in a
fashion they regard as properly social, humane, and desirable). In present-
ing this material, Williams eschews any separation of cultural data (e.g., the
meaningful contrast between "making a living" and "making life") and soci-
ological data (e.g., descriptions of work activities, requests for favors
between households, etc). The result is a compelling sense of the ethno-
graphic observer's presence in the community, and a narration that makes
clear that Guyanese "efforts to produce a culture and a nation" are
grounded in "everyday struggles" (p. xiii). Throughout the narration, Wil-
liams situates Cockalorum in the context of both Guyanese history and the
contemporary Guyanese nation-state.

What emerges from this fine-grained and contextualized ethnography is a
picture that is both specific to Cockalorum and illustrative more generally
of post-colonial Caribbean social life. The people of Cockalorum, Williams
reports, believe that a person's disposition and abilities are determined by
their ancestry. Ancestry is talked about as "ethnic groups, races, nations,
peoples, or castes," (p. 168) but whichever label is used for it, ancestry is
understood to be both biologically and socially inherited. Moreover, ances-
tral identities ("African," "East Indian," "Amerindian," "English," "Portu-
guese") are attached to virtually every aspect of observed behavior. Partic-
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ular ancestral identities imply, and are implied by, work habits, religious
worship, styles of social interaction and more.

This symbolic transitivity of ancestral identities, on the one hand, and
virtually any observable personal trait or behavior, on the other, has pro-
found consequences for the lives of Cockalorums. For example, intense
industriousness does not have the same meaning for Indo- and Afro-Guya-
nese. For Indo-Guyanese, such industriousness is something expected,
something that confirms their racial identity. For Afro-Guyanese, it is some-
thing that causes "a shock" to observers (p. 177-84), something that is seen
as a temporary aberration that won't last, or something that reveals the
strength of other ancestral components - which is to say, something that is
not theirs qua Africans, even if it would otherwise be credited to their per-
sonal agency. Thus, ancestral typifications result in a characteristic alien-
ation of persons from their own agency.

Moreover, because cultural traits and social institutions are bearers of
ancestral identities, these identities can persist (as Drummond has argued)
independent of empirically observable social groups. Few English remain in
post-independence Guyana, Williams reports, but the valorization of
"things-English" remains a "ghostly" presence in contemporary society.
Similarly, "the Amerindian" is a significant presence in Cockalorum even
though Amerindians are largely absent from the community. These
"ghostly" traces also haunt efforts to build, or construct, a Guyanese nation.
Again and again, purported national traits are identified by a purported
ancestral source. Thus, rather than substantiating the existence of the Guya-
nese nation, "national traits" are the stuff of disputes over cultural property
and over which ancestral groups contributed more to the nation.

Finally, as Williams argues, the strength of ancestral typifications means
that "consciousness of class positions need not necessarily weaken an
emphasis on ethnic identity" (p. 183). In Cockalorum, one's class position
always has racial meanings - and vice-versa. Class does not operate as many
theorists expect, because it is always raced, just as race is always classed. The
larger lesson here is clear and powerful. Rather than choose between
"class" and "race" as analytic categories, we must attend to their meaning-
ful articulation in social action. And indeed, this is precisely what Williams
does best. In a series of finely sketched studies of complex nuptials (Chapter
9), she demonstrates that equality and hierarchy cannot be socially
expressed in Cockalorum independent of racial meanings.

It may be worth noting the few weaknesses of this admirable work. His-
torically minded readers, for instance, may find Williams's discussion of the
emergence of ancestral typifications to be chronologically vague. In the
absence of such historical detail, Williams creates the impression that these
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typifïcations have been stable and unshifting in Guyanese history. In addi-
tion, some of the more theoretical passages in this book could have bene-
fited from further editing (see, for example, the paragraph that spans pp.
194-95).

Yet these flaws are minor compared to this work's many strengths. Stains
on My Name, War in My Veins is one of the very best ethnographies we have
of the pbst-colonial Garibbean.lt should be read by every Caribbeanist, and
by all those who doubt the perduring value of the ethnographic entèrprise.

Working Miracles: Women's Lives in the English-Speaking Caribbean.
OLIVE SENIOR. Bloomington: Indiana University Press (and Bridgetown,
Barbados: ISER), 1991. xiii + 210 pp. (Cloth US$ 35.00, Paper US$ 14.95)

A. LYNN BOLLES

Women's Studies
University of Maryland
College Park MD 20742. U.S.A.

At long last! Scholars, activists, and planners concerned with women's
issues, particularly in the Caribbean, have waited a long time for this vol-
ume. Working Miracles is the compilation of research produced by the mul-
tidisciplinary Women in the Caribbean Project (WICP). A three-year
(1979-82) endeavor, the WICP was directed by Joycelin Massiah of the
Institute for Social and Economie Research (ISER) at the University of the
West Indies, Barbados. Research was carried out almost exclusively by
women scholars from the three campuses of the University of the West
Indies (UWI) - Mona (Jamaica), Cave Hill (Barbados), and St. Augustine
(Trinidad and Tobago) - and the University of Guyana, the School of Con-
tinuing Studies (formerly Extra Mural Centres), and small social-welfare
agencies in the countries targeted for investigation: Barbados, Guyana, St.
Vincent, Antigua, and Jamaica. WICP goals were to establish, in the region,
a data base for teaching, research, and planning purposes, and to develop
guidelines for a cohesive social policy that recognized the needs of women
and drew on their skills and talents for program planning and execution.
The magnitude and importance of the WICP was heightened by its multi-
level and interpersonal research methodologies, and the large number of
women participants - approximately 1,526.

The Foreword, by Joycelin Massiah, driving force behind the WICP, posi-
tions the volume within the growing body of literature concerning the
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"mosaic" of the reality of Caribbean women's lives coming from the social
sciences, arts, and literature. In this way, Massiah introduces the author of
Working Miracles, Jamaican writer, Olive Senior, who has produced a beau-
tifully written text - comprehensible to all and jargon-free. However, there
were speculations concerning how a leading fiction writer, editor, and jour-
nalist could work with data coming from a grand-scale social science pro-
ject. Further, what were the chances of Caribbean women-centered/femi-
nist theory being enhanced?

Olive Senior took command of the writing project by using what was
readily available to her. After her own introduction, the book follows the
WICP outline of issues and concerns as they have appeared elsewhere: in-
house documents; published working papers; interview materials; and the
WICP special doublé issue of Social and Economie Studies (vol. 35, no. 3 &4
1986), which featured articles written by the researchers themselves. Senior
uses the SES collection of scholarly work and her own scholarship as her
theoretical base for the analysis.

The book is divided into four parts. Part I, on childhood and socialization,
focuses on the household setting, socialization, gender-role learning, educa-
tion, and gender-role stereotypes. Part II looks at family household issues
concerning the concept of motherhood and family household organization.
Part III deals with sources of livelihood and delves into the areas of the
conditions and situations of working women and informal economie sup-
port systems. Finally, Part IV centers around women in the political domain
and gender relations, and ends with the Conclusion.

By framing the repartee between the women and the interviewers, the
readers and Senior become bystander listeners to these dialogues. When the
moment seems right, Senior uses literature, music, history, and government
documents alongside the responses of the women. For example, to elaborate
on a remark made by an interviewee that "marriage have teeth," Senior cites
a children's wedding-game song from Tobago to drive home the point.

The volume's limitations, however, are seen in the area of academie social
science. The references are not up-to-date, and the bibliography is far from
what it should be. Senior relied on the SES publications. Theories advanced
by those authors in 1986 continued in the current work. Hence, the analyses
in Working Miracles do not test any theoretical boundaries. This is unfortu-
nate, because, since 1982, former WICP researchers, and their colleagues in
the region and abroad have already answered some of the inquiries Senior
posed for future research. For example, numerous publications have
appeared examining the impact of structural adjustment policies on women,
their dependents, and men in the region. Export processing zones have
expanded, contracted, and been protested against throughout the region.
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Informal Commercial Importers (ICIs), the majority of whom are women,
play important roles in national economies. These events have been, and
continue to be analyzed in detail by scholars as well as activist-researchers.

Nonetheless, Working Miracles delivers an important-message about
women's lives in the English-speaking Caribbean and brings to the fore-
front Caribbean women's scholarship. Further, Senior celebrates the pre-
dominantly working-class Caribbean women whose lives are represented in
the findings. Olive Senior makes a major contribution to the study of the
complex lives of women in the English-speaking Caribbean, to the cross-
cultural study of women of African descent, and to the better understanding
of the bases of Caribbean women-centered/feminist activism.

Politica sexual en Puerto Rico. MARGARITA OSTOLAZA BEY. RIO Piedras
PR: Ediciones Huracan, 1989. 203 pp. (Paper US$ 11.95)

TERESITA MARTfNEZ VERGNE

Department of History
Macalester College
St. Paul MN 55105, U.S.A.

Experienced readers of gender studies will quickly appreciate the path-
breaking nature of Politica sexual en Puerto Rico. lts author, a leading femi-
nist in both academie and popular circles, has taken on the challenge of
identifying the forces that have oppressed women and continue to subordi-
nate them in the context of the island's political domination by the United
States. While drawing on a vast body of theoretical literature, Ostolaza
Bey's work is readily accessible, as it consciously touches on many issues of
concern for Puerto Ricans generally and for women particularly.

The greatest strengths of this admirable effort at explaining how coloni-
alism and sexism affect the political socialization of men and women on the
island (p. 13) lie precisely where its most glaring deficiencies are located.
Because Ostolaza Bey directs her message of liberation to a wide audience
(presumably Puerto Ricans who have some familiarity with race, class, and
gender analysis), she fails to address issues of interest to a more scholarly
feminist readership and refuses to engage in debates that affect the lives of
all women. Although this book will make sense to several variously politi-
cized segments of Puerto Rican society, it will have limited impact in the
larger theoretical literature on feminism and, more important, on popular
understandings of gender relations.
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Ostolaza Bey succeeds in problematizing a number of issues particular to
Puerto Rico for a public that, if receptive, is probably misinformed. If asked,
most people could not readily discuss the ways in which colonialism informs
sexism. Most people will not have thought about this, even briefly, precisely
because they operate in a context defined by capitalist domination and male
oppression. More important to the author, the connections between status
and female subordination are rarely part of individual, let alone public,
agendas for discussion. Yet, what could be more relevant to a society with
one of the highest rates of male unemployment, crime, drug addiction, and
alcoholism in the world (p. 165)? The Puerto Rican independence move-
ment, the author argues, must face the challenge squarely by bringing gen-
der into its strategy for national liberation (p. 27).

This book deals with complicated and sometimes radical positions in a
way that should make sense to Puerto Ricans. Ostolaza Bey's account of the
development of three major party lines (statehood, independence, and
commonwealth) and their programs for women (Chapter 4) is particularly
strong. Like wise her description of the achievements and setbacks of Puerto
Rican feminism throughout the twentieth century will have meaning for
most (Chapter 5). Even those who remain unconvinced of the need to pro-
mote women's interests will recognize the tragic consequences for both men
and women of colonialism (pp. 43-44) and sexism (p. 165) delineated by
Ostolaza Bey. Substituting the word "man" for "colonizer" in the writings
of Albert Memmi (pp. 39 ff.), she draws clear parallels between the two
types of oppression. Open-minded readers will find her arguments reason-
able, and her call for change compelling.

It is unfortunate, then, that the usefulness of the analysis does not tran-
scend the confines of the island. Ostolaza Bey does not locate her study
within the major currents in contemporary feminist thought, as she fluctu-
ates between a Marxist and a postmodernist reading of the situation of
Puerto Rican women. As a methodological tooi, the dialectic lends itself
well to a discussion of how the colonial state and the "sex-gender system
with masculine dominant" (p. 33) affect the socialization process of both
men and women. It is weak, however, in explaining the location of male
domination in the sexual division of labor and in the repression of femi-
nine sexuality (pp. 22-23). Similarly, postmodernist analysis illuminates the
important search for a feminine episteme (p. 21), but obscures the inter-
play between class, race, and sex in our ways of knowing (p. 28), a central
theme for Ostolaza Bey. Thus, the book never fully connects the legiti-
mation of the social order to the construction of discourses of domination
(p. 23).

More important than the author's theoretical ambivalence, however, are
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its practical implications. Ostolaza Bey begs a number of questions of direct
relevance to contemporary women's lives. The role of work outside the
home as an instrument in the liberation of women (p. 164) requires both
psychological and economie explanations. Although the statistics offered in
Chapter 2 are enlightening, they must be accompanied by substantial com-
ments on the social construction of gender roles by men and women alike. In
addition, the author should have made at least some passing remarks on the
radical feminist position that denies men any permanent role in family life.
Likewise, the nature vs. culture debate is much richer than Ostolaza Bey
would have us believe (pp. 144 ff.). Her equivocal discussion of rape as a
sexual crime (pp. 114-15), as well as her blanket condemnation of U.S. femi-
nism as imported (p. 166), betray her limited understanding of the relevance
of the essentialist argument.

This book will undoubtedly initiate much debate within the Puerto Rican
public to whom it is directed. Ostolaza Bey has done a fine job in dealing
with some thorny issues of major importance to the island. Circumscribed
by its Puerto Rican context, however, her discussion of them does not rever-
berate on feminist scholarship or on social constructions of gender.

Delinquency in Puerto Rico: The 1970 Birth Cohort Study. DORA NEVARES,

MARVIN E. WOLFGANG & PAUL E. TRACY; with the collaboration of STEVEN

AURAND. Westport CT: Greenwood, 1990. x + 232 pp. (Cloth US$ 39.95)

DAVID J. DODD

Department of Sociology
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair NJ 07043. U.S.A.

In recent years, concern with the problem of juvenile delinquency has
grown throughout the Caribbean region. One consequence of this has been
the increased attention directed toward it by policymakers; another has
been the effort by social scientists, criminologists in particular, to describe
and explain it - an effort which has typically involved the importation of
research techniques, and the application of models, created in the industri-
alized world. Such is the case here.

The so-called "cohort study" is a method developed to overcome some of
the most serious limitations in conventional delinquency research - the
reliance, for example, upon official statistics which present only the number
of arrests and cases counted singly in separate years. This information can
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be useful; one learns, for instance, that juvenile crime in Puerto Rico did not
increase significantly between 1964 and 1987. But it says nothing about how
many juveniles are involved or how many times they have been involved:
thus it is impossible to teil whether or not each offense is being committed
by one individual. Furthermore, without a longitudinal perspective, one
learns nothing about the development of delinquent - and criminal -
careers.

Cohort studies are designed to follow a carefully defined group of young
people for the entire period of their childhood and to determine how many
delinquent acts - or contacts with the police - are recorded for them during
that time. By creating this kind of a database, repeat offenders may be
detected and patterns of criminal conduct - by social, ethnic, and income
groups - examined over an extended period.

This book presents a replay (in San Juan, Puerto Rico) of a cohort study
conducted in the United States by three sociologists (Wolfgang, Figlio, and
Sellin), which looked at all males bom in 1945 who lived in Philadelphia
continuously from the ages of ten to eighteen. The U.S. study found that
while 35 percent of its sample group had at least one recorded police contact
sometime during childhood, a much smaller group - less than one-fifth - was
actually responsible for the great majority of arrests, for both serious and
nonserious offenses, and that among this group roughly a third (designated
as "chronic" offenders) were responsible for over half of all the offenses
attributed to the entire cohort. In addition, it found that both racial back-
ground and socioeconomic status (SES) were related to official labeling as
delinquent, the former more strongly than the latter. The point could also
have been made, though it wasn't, that with non-whites being more likely
than whites to have low SES, to have experienced multiple school and resi-
dential moves, to have low IQ scores, and to have completed a low grade in
school, the results of the study were consistent with the historical and exist-
ential experience of black people in Philadelphia (Lane 1986) and in other
North American cities.

Similarly, in the Puerto Rican version, the authors stay close to the num-
bers themselves and make no attempt to provide an analysis. They examine
the historical record as compiled by the local authorities and compare it to
the Philadelphia study. On the basis of a sample of more than 24,000 people
bom in 1970 and living from the ages of ten to eighteen in the three districts
of the Greater San Juan Metropolitan area (girls as well as boys), we learn,
first, that males are more likely than females to be both delinquent and
repeat offenders; second, that non-whites show a higher rate of chronic
recidivism as do those who live in public housing, with the two categories
overlapping; third, that males also predominate both in overall delinquency
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and in serious offenses, with non-whites having the greater share of murder,
forcible rape, motor vehicle theft, and other "UCR" (Uniform Crime
Reports) index crimes; four, that there is a strong correlation between drug
use and delinquency, especially with regard to the more serious offenses;
five, that delinquent activity peaks in the middle teenage years; and six, that
the police and the courts use their discretion in the handling and disposition
of cases, with the latter generally favoring some type of non-custodial treat-
ment. Unlike Philadelphia, however, there is no evidence of racial bias in
the way in which delinquents are treated and their offenses adjudicated.

But that is all we learn, along with the fact that delinquency in San Juan, as
measured by this study, is a much less serious problem than it is in a typical
North American city, despite the same pattern of chronic offenders, espe-
cially among non-white, young people. Nothing more is made of this finding,
or indeed of any other finding, although once again it could be argued that
the disproportionate representation of non-whites in criminal statistics
reflects an important aspect of the experience of Africans in the New World,
from their initial reception as slaves through the culture of plantation life to
the "urban plantations" of public housing projects in big cities. But the
authors stay away from any socio-historical or anthropological interpreta-
tions and make no attempt to provide any kind of broader context for the
"conclusions" of the study. (They do not even discuss the division of resi-
dents of Puerto Rico into "whites," "triguenos," and "non-whites," and how
those distinctions are made.) Instead the reader is presented with an
inverted account of the construction of official reality (p. 4). For even
though this is not how statistics are routinely presented (or even inter-
preted) by the officials themselves, they are still official statistics - and what
they teil us is still how the criminal justice system perceives its clients and
how its agents do their job. About delinquency itself - or delinquents - the
authors say very little, although they point in some interesting directions.
This is one of those studies where the tables, which make up most of the
book, really do not suffice. Their story is yet to be told.
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AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geography of Blame. PAUL FARMER.
Berkeley: .University of California Press, 1992. xiv + 338 pp. (Cloth US$
35.00)

KAREN E. RICHMAN
Department of Anthropology
University of Virginia
Charlottesville VA 22903, US.A.

In a crude, make-shift prison on the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, linger 275 men, women, children, and newborn infants. They, or
members of their families, are charged with carrying HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS. All of the prisoners are Haitian {Haïti en Marche 1992
6[45]:3).

The first concentration camp for the HlV-positive coincided, in 1992, with
the publication of an illuminating and eloquent study of the Haitian experi-
ence of AIDS. Because AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geography of
Blame went to press as Haiti's first democratically elected president took
office, its author, Paul Farmer, could have foretold neither the violent over-
throw of the new government nor the stream of more than forty thousand
refugees "interdicted" by the U.S. Coast Guard as they fled the ensuing
repression. Farmer nevertheless presaged how the U.S. government would
misappropriate AIDS to prejudge Haitians seeking protection in this coun-
try. He further anticipated the skepticism and noncompliance of those being
blamed, and punished, and offered medical therapy. "Most won't accept
that they are infected with the virus," remarked one of the few journalists
allowed to visit the Guantanamo AIDS colony. "They seem to think a hor-
rible trick has been played on them" (National Public Radio, Dec. 29,1992).

Farmer is a "physician/anthropologist" and AIDS and Accusation draws
both from his experience with patients at a clinic in the Artibonite and from
his ethnographic research among local residents. This readable book will
certainly engage experts on Haiti, the Caribbean, and AIDS, and it should
and will reach policy makers and medical professionals as well. Farmer does
not interrupt the captivating narrative with complex theoretical and meth-
odological discussions, referring more curious readers to articles published
elsewhere and to extensive endnotes. Haitian experts may object to the
unsystematic furnishing, in the notes, of Creole transcriptions of the many
eloquent testimonials that make this book so compelling. (I did not always
concur with the English translations of my fellow Haitianist. There were
also several misspelled Creole words.) A thirty-page bibliography follows.
Although not error-free, one merit is the many citations of important Hai-
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tian scholarship published in Port-au-Prince, often overlooked by foreign
researchers.

The first of AIDS and Accusation's five sections retells how peasants of
Kay, in the fertile Artibonite valley, became refugees of a hydroelectric dam
for the distant capital city to benefit expanding North American offshore
reassembly and tourist industries. The survivors, narrating their personal
tragedies in the wake of the displacement, impress us with their talents to
"read the world as socially constructed" and "to point to the effects of im-
personal or historical forces in [their] lives" (p. 242). To gauge the impact of
these forces on this "people with history" (p. 177), however, we need to
understand their past and present social organization, as well as ownership
and settlement of land, but Farmer offers scant descriptions. He acknowl-
edges linkages between systems of kinship, land tenure, and religion, citing
other research, but he does not explain these linkages, omissions which
portend his subsequent struggle with the rhetorical question, "What is voo-
doo?"

Voodoo is an outsider's construct. Descriptions of "doing voodoo" in this
book mainly derive from informants affiliated with the Episcopalian mis-
sion and self-defined as strict Christians. They seem ambivalent toward the
complex of relations - social, religious, and territorial - summed up by the
term "to serve Iwa." Persons who serve their Iwa (inherited spirits) are
strangely silenced, with the possible exception of Tonton Mèmè, a priest and
healer. Tonton Mèmè is nonetheless rendered exotic by Farmer, apparently
to compensate for a lack of data and/or limited understanding of "serving
Iwa." The priest mentions a spirit whose name he does not recognize in the
literature; he cavalierly dismisses the spirit as "another story" (p. 46).
Farmer's reverence for colonized peoples' history notwithstanding, he over-
looks the history personified by this ancestral spirit, whom the priest inher-
ited and serves as a member of a land-holding kin group. Later, quoting
Tonton Mèmè, he interrupts the English translation with untranslated Cre-
ole terms - terms of major cosmological and ritual significance - as though
the concepts are impenetrable or inexplicable (p. 91).

By contrast, the struggles and sufferings of the first three residents of Kay
to die of AIDS are judiciously and poignantly rendered in Part 2. Parts 3 and
4 situate present-day Kay in broader geographical and historical contexts.
Farmer presents the chronology of HIV in Haiti and the Caribbean and
demonstrates how AIDS became a "West Atlantic Pandemic," inexorably
following the path of North American capitalist expansion, including tou-
rism, into the region. Those nations most thoroughly incorporated into the
U.S. sphere have the highest rates of HIV infection. AIDS appears to have
spread in Haiti in tandem with escalating rural collapse, migration to the
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city, the rise of institutionalized prostitution, and the promotion of exotic
Port-au-Prince as a chic homosexual tourist resort.

In the final section, Farmer illuminates how the villagers' perception of
AIDS as a weapon of sorcery (a man-made, "sent" illness) was linked in
concentric spheres of accusation to the very center of the West Atlantic
system. He describes the image of Haiti in the profoundly racist American
imagination. Long before AIDS, Americans had accused quintessentially
exotic Haitians of voodoo, cannibalism, poverty, and disease. Into this equa-
tion, the American scientifïc community shamelessly, and authoritatively,
added the term "AIDS." "Wild conjecture," not evidence from research evi-
dence, was the methodological norm for scientific articles branding Haitians
as the source of AIDS in the most prestigious medical journals. The "calcu-
lus of blame" was authoritatively deployed, throughout the 1980s, from the
highest levels of U.S. public health agencies. Farmer examines the counter-
reactions of victims of "an epidemie of discrimination." Some suspect the
"Federal Discrimination Agency" fabricated the AIDS threat in order to
license persecution and exclusion of poor people of color. Others think that
AIDS is germ warfare waged by the U.S. government to eliminate them.
Thanks to AIDS and Accusation we see the full dimensions of the "horrible
trick" playing now in Guantanamo Bay.

Paul Farmer has recorded a compelling story of people who have been
blamed for causing AIDS and who are increasingly suffering and dying
from the disease. Many would do well to get infected with the humanity of
this fine book.

Haiti: A Research Handbook. ROBERT LAWLESS (with contributions by
ILONA MARIA LAWLESS, PAUL F. MONAGHAN, FLORENCE ETIENNE
SERGILE & CHARLES A. WOODS). New York: Garland, 1990. ix + 354 pp.
(Cloth US$ 48.00)

ALEX STEPICK
Comparative Sociology Graduate Program
Florida International University
Miami FL 33155. US.A.

With this research handbook, Robert Lawless has provided a thorough,
accurate bibliography with accompanying subject essays for researchers
and the lay public interested in Haiti. It concentrates on English and Haitian
Creole, rather than French, literature and is especially strong on materials
produced in the 1970s and 1980s.
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For the research specialist, no published bibliography can ever be com-
plete. New material constantly appears, and as Haiti drew increased atten-
tion through the 1980s one will never find an utterly comprehensive listing
of sources. Lawless fortunately recognizes this limitation and appropriately
subtitles his work "a research handbook." It is one that will be especially
important to the new student of Haiti or even an old student who is inter-
ested in some new subject matter on Haiti.

The handbook has thirty-one chapters covering everything from general
bibliographies on Haiti to publications on AIDS, popular writings, and even
butterflies and ornithology. No matter what one's particular interest in
Haiti, this book will be helpful. The introductory essays to each chapter
(some of which were completed by experts other than Lawless) are espe-
cially useful. Thorough bibliographies can overwhelm the interested reader,
especially one new to the topic who does not yet know which sources are
more likely to be important. The introductory essays provide short, but
excellent evaluations that will greatly assist the reader in determining which
sources should be consulted first.

In the best of all worlds, all the journalists rushing to cover the next Hai-
tian political disturbance or arrival of boats in south Florida would consult
this work before writing their stories. At a minimum, neither they nor schol-
ars will any longer have an excuse that they can't find penetrating and relia-
ble scholarly materials on Haiti. Lawless has produced an important source
book that reflects the increased importance and maturation of Haitian stud-
ies.

Equatoria. RICHARD PRICE & SALLY PRICE, with sketches by Sally Price.
New York & London: Routledge, 1992. 295 pp. (Cloth US$ 27.50)

LUCIEN TAYLOR

Department of Anthropology
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley CA 94720. US.A.

Equatoria is an engaging and elegant description of the Prices' mission
scientifique up the Maroni, a river dividing Suriname and French Guiana,
during the summer of 1990. Their mandate was to collect Maroon artifacts
for a prospective Musée de 1'Homme Guyanais, a museum the French Con-
seil Régional supposed would salvage and increase public awareness of fast
waning "traditional ways of life" - Amerindian, Maroon, and Creole alike.
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The Director of the museum-to-be - who remains nameless throughout,
referred to rather forbiddingly as "La Directrice" - is a well-born Guya-
naise with a recent doctorate in folklore. Two French ethnologists, Pierre
and Francoise Grenand, are invited to supervise the Amerindian collecting
and display, while the Maroons are left in the Prices' charge. The civil war in
neighboring Suriname makes that country effectively out of bounds, and so
their collecting forays are limited to the Guianan hinterland. By this time
almost 10,000 Suriname Maroons are refugees in the country, but the Prices
are asked to focus on the French-Guiana-based Aluku Maroons, for whom
"art is simply not something that they care very much about any more."
Under strong pressure from development programs and thoroughgoing
francisation, art is no longer integral to their everyday life.

The Prices co-authored a personal diary of their expedition - in which
they refer to each other in the third person- and this appears on the right-
hand pages of Equatoria. Sally Price's exquisite sketches of many of their
acquisitions are reproduced on the left, along with excerpts from an extraor-
dinary array of sources - from Voltaire, Jonathan Swift, and John Stedman's
eighteenth-century Narrative of a Five Years' Expedition, Against the
Revolted Negroes of Surinam, to Joseph Conrad, Michel Leiris, Roland
Barthes, and Edouard Glissant - not to mention an in-flight Air France
magazine instructing visitors not to consider [Boni/Aluku] Maroons "like
strange animals," as well as germane passages from their own earlier books
and even reviews thereof! One nasty reader of an earlier Price & Price book
is cited as saying "It's rare to find a co-authored art book where both authors
are blind!" and another reviewer as stating that "The only heroes of the
book are Richard and Sally Price." But this playful self-referentiality and
intertextuality is, in the end, quite serious, as they constantly examine their
own motives for assuming the role of museum collectors. Indeed the Prices
are scrupulously self-conscious and self-critical throughout, doubting the
legitimacy and the worth of their collecting and the proposed museum at
every turn.

The counterpoint between the left-handed excerpts and the right-handed
journal is multilayered and unstable. A number of the quotations simply
provide an historical or anthropological context for their exploits which we
read about on the right. But more often they serve to ironicize their own
activities or observations, even to render them problematic. Leiris' confes-
sion in his diary of the Mission Dakar-Djibouti, L'Afrique fantöme, that
"The life we're living here ... is like that of a circus troupe that's always on
the move, but only to present the same show over and over" is cited at a
moment when the Prices obviously feel that this is no less true of them-
selves!
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But at telling moments the direction of the critique is reversed. Back in
Cayenne, having returned from their foray upriver, they ruminate on the
kind of exhibition of Aluku life the museum might mount, concluding that a
permanent exhibition on the disappearing world of Aluku art - which is
what the museum itself seems to be leaning towards - "would be a political
and intellectual cop-out." Yet they are equally careful not impulsively to
endorse the countervailing valorization of hybridity, creolization, and
métissage that is so a la mode today: "The idea of a master narrative [struc-
turing a museum display] that's neither a requiem for 'vanishing races' nor a
mindless celebration of 'Callalou Culture' is something to conjure with." On
the left at this point they cite two passages from the 1988 exhibition cata-
logue Caribbean Festival Arts, one by Judith Bettelheim ("The more diverse
the ingredients, the sweeter the soup") and another by Robert Farris
Thompson ("Gone is the notion of a single canon. Bring on the Callaloo.")

The manifest narrative of their own trip upriver to Maripasoula and back
is accompanied by other transformations. Initially they fear that "non-vio-
lent (non-hegemonie)" collecting is in the end oxymoronic- that all collect-
ing, for a museum or otherwise, is inherently coercive and vicious - and that
the only possible "value" they could give the activity would be in their writ-
ing about it. (Obviously the kinds of valuation are various, from the intellec-
tual capital accruing to the Prices for such an original book as Equatoria, to
the exponential increase in the exchange-value of the cloth, calabashes, and
wooden artifacts they collect [they buy the museum a round tray in Kotika
for around $280, supposing it could fetch $10,000 on the art market], to the
symbolic value for the museum deriving from the objects' exhibition.) The
museum's estimation of value in terms of rarity, age, use (patine d'usage),
and difficulty of fabrication is all-too-predictable, and moreover fails to
allow for how value is conceptualized in the society concerned. If indeed,
the Prices wonder, they are obliged to fashion an exhibit of a culture of
yesteryear, wouldn't such a venture be more legitimate if it could be housed
in Aluku territory itself rather than for consumption by tourists in a
Cayenne suburb? Or might, they muse, "there be enough redeeming value
[for themselves and for the Maroons?] in simply representing Alukus (and
other Maroons) as dignified, cultured peoples to a Cayenne audience that
sometimes sees them as only one step up from animals?"

However, as soon as they begin their collecting - of anything from a nine-
teenth century embroidered cloth to a carved cedar Saramaka attaché case
- their ethical (but not epistemological) reservations are immediately
turned on their head. Far from stealing (after the fashion of the Mission
Dakar-Djibouti) or duping Aluku to part with treasured artifacts, their
quandary is that they can never buy enough! They are forever having to turn
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down offers from people - many not French citizens unable to secure regu-
lar wage labor - who are desperately short of money for everyday necessi-
ties. "Truly, it's hard to keep up with all the offers!" And when they do find
and purchase objects of "museum quality" (always in quotes), the objects
have often already served their social purposes and have little special mean-
ing for their owners. As they remark at one point, "A woman who decides to
sell (to us, a gendarme, a tourist - it's all the same to her) thinks of it as no
big deal. She'd simply rather have the money than the extra paddie." There
is a refrain throughout the diary which reveals their underlying anxiety,
something they never quite manage to repress: "Our participation, our
being here, changes nothing."

Most of the diary consists of a series of almost surreal vignettes, of
encounters in the course of collecting. Before leaving Kotika, for instance,
they visit an old woman. "We ask about a ketebe - a rolled woven mat - we
see against one wall. She says matter-of-factly she can't sell it, it's for her
burial. If she didn't have it, she explains, they'd have to bury her in plastic
and she'd rot much f aster." Captain Adiso would like them to photograph
his nineteenth-century, formerly termite-infested stool for the museum, but
under pressure from his peers is not willing to part with the object itself. A
woman will give Sally her calabash but not sell it.

If their own presence changes nothing, what yet becomes clear is that the
exogenous demand for Maroon artifacts does make a difference, and a con-
siderable one at that. Almost all "museum quality" Aluku sculpture is in
other peoples' museums or other people's living rooms - whether those of
tourists, doctors and nurses, or gendarmes returning to metropolitan
France after their three-year tours of duty in Guyane. And this demand is
not, in the final analysis, free of violence. As they note at one point, "There's
definitely a pattern of younger men simply taking things from their mothers
or aunts and selling them off."

Never before, to my knowledge, have the psychosocial dynamics of col-
lecting been laid bare in such an honest and perceptive manner. This bril-
liant and provocative book is essential reading for anyone interested in the
representation (and evocation) of cultures, whether in the Caribbean or
elsewhere, in the museum or on the page.
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Grenada. World Bibliographical Series Volume 119. KAI SCHOENHALS.

Oxford: Clio Press, 1990. xxxviii + 181 pp. (Cloth £29.00)

EDWARD L. COX

Department of History
Rice University
HoustonTX 77251, U.S.A.

Although this volume covers the entire post-Columbian period of the
Caribbean island-nation of Grenada, a preponderance of entries are from
the brief four and a half years (1979-83) spanned by the Grenada Revolu-
tion. Such a bias, asserts the compiler, is attributable to the vast outpouring
of literature covering this epoch. Despite efforts to locate material relating
to the earlier period, the compiler almost apologetically admits that both
the "introduction and the bibliography contained more information on life
during Grenada's revolutionary government than any other phase of that
nation's history" (p. xiii).

The introduction provides a survey of the island's history. In four pages,
the reader is taken on an all-too-brief excursion through developments up
to about 1870, with the other twenty pages devoted to the twentieth cen-
tury. While it is tempting to conclude that this uneven treatment is merely
a reflection of the nature and quantity of entries included, it certainly
makes for unbalanced coverage of the period with which the book pur-
ports to deal.

The f uil significance of this work rests in the broad scope of its entries and
the varied topics that are covered. Neatly laid out by Clio Press, it contains
some thirty-seven separate headings, forty-two subheadings, and a total of
793 listings. In addition to the standard written works covering traditional
disciplines, the compiler has included listings of photographs and sketches
depicting various aspects of life, as well as catalogues of published maps,
some dating as far back as the eighteenth century. Although the main target
of the series, and this volume, is references in English, Schoenhals has
included entries in French, Spanish, and German as well. This diversity of
works reflects both the checkered nature of the island's history and the
international attention it has received in recent times. One suspects that a
more complete search would have unearthed material in Russian and
Dutch, for example, when the Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary
goings-on attracted so much international coverage.

It is perhaps natural and understandable that an undertaking of this sort
should have some flaws. A cursory perusal has uncovered glaring loopholes
which this reviewer finds difficult to explain. How does one account, for
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example, for the omission of volume two ofTony Martin's 1985 In Nobody's
Backyard: The Grenada Revolution in its Own Wordsl Subtitled "Facing the
World," it contains speeches detailing the foreign relations of the revolu-
tionary government and its leaders' concern with counterrevolutionary ac-
tivities and threats of foreign invasion during the final climactic months.
Also missing are All of Us, (Havana, Cuba 1982), Marryshow Infant Work-
book (Grenada, 1983), and Bernard Marshall's pioneering 1972 Ph.D. dis-
sertation, "Society and Economy in the British Windward Islands" (U.W.I.,
Jamaica). "7b Construct From Morning": Making the People's Budget in
Grenada (Grenada, 1982), In the Mainstream of the Revolution (Grenada,
1982), Report on the National Economy for 1982 and the Budget-Plan for
1983 and Beyond (Grenada, 1983), and D.G. Garraway's 1877 A Short Ac-
count of the Insurrection of 1795-96 are likewise mysteriously omitted. One
wonders about the criteria utilized to determine which publications were to
be included. Apart from many nineteenth-century publications available in
the British Museum, there is an abundance of recent publications on the
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Caribbean which devote considerable
attention to Grenada.

And yet, one is of necessity impressed with the pain which the compiler
took to find articles published in regional and local papers and journals, as
well as international publications that covered events surrounding the Rev-
olution. Naturally, most of these cover political and economie issues.

Overall, then, while Grenada is a useful starting point for anyone inter-
ested in the country's recent political history, the serious scholar is advised
to consult additional bibliographies.

Dominican Republic. World Bibliographical Series Volume 111. KAI
SCHOENHALS. Oxford: Clio Press, 1990. xxx + 211 pp. (Cloth £32.95)

HENRY WELLS

Department of Political Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia PA 19104, U.S.A.

Dominican Republic provides a select annotated listing of published works
about this country and its people, their history, their political, economie, and
social institutions, their literature, arts, and architecture, and many other
things. Like all other volumes in the series, it focuses on books and articles
in English; but it also lists and evaluates works published in other languages
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if no relevant or comparable works in English are available. In this volume,
about 35 percent of the entries deal with materials published only in the
Dominican Republic.

The book follows two guidelines, one announced by the publisher, Clio
Press, in the Foreword and the other by the compiler, Kai Schoenhals, in the
Preface. The publisher's guideline is that each book in the series should
provide an interpretation that "expresses [the country's] culture, its place in
the world, and the qualities and background that make it unique." The other
guideline is the compiler's declaration that the purpose of the book "is not
to present a comprehensive bibliography but to stimulate interest in the
Dominican Republic."

Taken as a whole, Dominican Republic would seem to fulfill the expecta-
tions of both the publisher and the compiler. lts expression of the country's
culture, place in the world, and unique qualities derives from the publi-
cations listed and described under such headings as "The Country and lts
People" (items 1-22), "Travellers' Accounts" (65-86), "History" (129-407),
"Nationalities and Minorities" (414-428), "Religion" (454-469), "Social
Conditions" (472-493), "Politics and Government" (502-520), "Foreign
Relations" (543-607), "Economics" (608-630), "Agriculture and Rural Con-
ditions" (665-685), "Literature" (718-760), "The Arts" (772-822), and
"Mass Media" (837-880).

As indicated above, History is by far the largest section of the book. The
fact that it contains so many entries (278 items, 31 percent of the total) may
be explained in part by the compiler's professional background and his per-
sonal attachment to the country. Schoenhals teaches Caribbean History at
Kenyon College (in Gambier, Ohio), has visited the Dominican Republic
frequently and for varying lengths of time, and has long studied its history.
Besides, his wife is a Dominican. Quite understandably, stressing Domin-
ican history is for him a desirable way to "stimulate interest in the Domin-
ican Republic."

The large number of works cited in the History section may also be
explained in part by the tumultuous events that have occurred in the
Dominican Republic over the past century, and in particular since 1916. In
that year the United States occupied the country and ran it, more or less as if
it were a battleship, until 1924. That intervention led to the emergence of
Rafael Trujillo, whose cruel dictatorship began in 1930 and lasted until his
assassination in 1961. During those two periods a large number of books
and articles appeared - some defending, others decrying what was going on,
still others simply trying to give an unbiased account.

The events of the next five years encouraged the publication of many
more books and articles, for the hapless republic had by that time become
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the focus of international attention. Between Trujillo's assassination on
May 30, 1961 and the inauguration of a newly elected president on July 1,
1966, no less than seven successive regimes held power. The period was
enlivened also by the outbreak of a civil war and by the intervention of the
U.S. Marines on orders from President Johnson, allegedly to protect Amer-
ican lives and to prevent a Communist take-over. When the assassination
occurred, Trujillo's trusted lieutenant Joaqufn Balaguer was serving as pres-
ident of the republic; when the period ended, Balaguer was paradoxically
back in office as president - having won the 1966 election by a huge major-
ity, thanks in part to support from the U.S. government.

Schoenhals does an excellent job of compiling and evaluating the flood of
Dominican and American books and articles to which those events gave
rise. He also provides a helpful guide to the much less exhaustive coverage
of the Balaguer era that followed (see items 366-407) - an era, incidentally,
that has not yet ended. Balaguer, now 85 years old and nearly blind, is serv-
ing his fifth term as president.

Other sections of this bibliography arouse the reader's interest in a
variety of ways. In the section on Prehistory and Archeology, for example,
one finds references to fascinating accounts of the talented Taino Indians,
who could not survive even the first century of Spanish domination. In the
Literature section, mentions of the writings of Pedro Mir, the most famous
Dominican poet, catch the eye, as do the short stories of Juan Bosch and the
highly regarded history of Dominican literature by Joaqufn Balaguer. An-
other example of this book's usefulness is its section on mass media, which
contains a discriminating appraisal of each of the country's seventeen daily
newspapers and weekly magazines.

In short, a fine example of the bibliographic art!

Mass Communications in the Caribbean. JOHN A. LENT. Ames: Iowa State
University Press, 1990. xviii + 398 pp. (Cloth US$ 36.95)

STUART H. SURLIN
Department of Communication Studies
University of Windsor
Windsor. Ontario N9B 3P4, Canada

To know this book one must know the author. John A. Lent is undoubtedly
the world's most published scholar dealing with Caribbean mass communi-
cation topics and issues. He is an indefatigable researcher, analyst, and
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writer. His interest in the Caribbean emerged in 1968 and has progressed
through fifteen forays into the region, resulting in more than one hundred
personal interviews, and a significant amount of time spent in various librar-
ies throughout the Caribbean and North America.

Lent knows the Caribbean; he knows the people, places, and events. He
places this all within a knowledgeable understanding of the region's history,
the forces that shaped it, and the conditions that currently affect the nature
and development of Caribbean mass Communications into the next century.

The 27-chapter volume under review emerges from a collection of over
fifty articles Lent previously authored about the region, though he wrote six
new chapters for it and included four previously unpublished essays. All
contemporary chapters are updated to 1987-88. Chapters are broadly classi-
fied into two parts: regional and country perspectives and topical perspec-
tives. Several are written using a case study approach.

Lent's writing is interesting and well-documented. He is a consummate
scholar, seriously pursuing information no matter where the search may
lead. This results in a richly referenced resource for anyone interested in a
historical overview of mass communication development in the Caribbean.
The historical framework offers a baseline for future chroniclers; the bibli-
ographic section is the most extensive to be found on this topic.

Lent's work is immensely valuable, especially when dealing with islands
and topics largely ignored by others. His concern for "small" islands, such as
Dominica, St. Lucia, Montserrat, and Antigua, and for islands outside of the
English-speaking Caribbean, such as Martinique, Guadeloupe, Aruba and
the Netherlands Antilles, distinguishes his contribution to Caribbean mass
communication literature.

At times, the relative attention paid to particular topics becomes uneven.
Sometimes Lent cuts the discussion unfortunately short; elsewhere he
offers a highly detailed account of a precisely focused topic. Some subjects
receive a superficial treatment because of the enormity of the discussion,
including chapters in the "Topical Perspectives" section, which suffer from
covering too much geographically diverse material, over too long a period
of time, in too few pages. Lent is to be lauded for such attempts, however.

The field benefits from overarching attempts at comparing historical
trends of diverse mass communication cultures in the region. Lent deserves
a high rating for the energy, motivation, and scholarship involved in inte-
grating this material.

In the broad reading of this text one senses a "scattershot" approach,
perhaps understandable in individually authored material written as a
result of wide and varied experiences in the Caribbean. Sometimes chapter
organization is imposed more by the trend of Lent's work than by a rational
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progression of time, geography, or issues of critical importance. The stron-
gest chapters deal with Cuba, the French Caribbean, and the Netherlands
Antilles.

Often, Lent's left-of-center political, social, and philosophical beliefs are
reflected in his writings. This leads to a clearly discernible perspective on the
issues discussed (especially regarding current U.S. government attitudes
and policies toward the Caribbean). While Lent does offer alternative
views, data, and perspectives, an overall perspective is nevertheless engen-
dered.

In sum, this book is enjoyable to read, and serves well both as a primer for
understanding the mass communication scène in the Caribbean and as an
academie text on international mass Communications in general, or on the
development of mass Communications in the Caribbean specifically. In ei-
ther case, the reader will be richly rewarded by the experience.

La migraüon de l'Hindouisme vers les Antilles au XlXe siècle, après l'aboli-
tion de ïesdavage. MAX SULTY & JOCELYN NAGAPIN. Paris: Librairie de
1'Inde, 1989. 255 pp. (Cloth FF 395.00)

ELLEN M. SCHNEPEL

Research Institute for the Study of Man
162 E. 78th Street
New York NY 10021, U.S.A.

Since the First Conference on East Indians in the Caribbean, sponsored by
the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, in 1975, studies of the
Indian diaspora have become a burgeoning field. This research interest,
however, is still largely limited to the anglophone area, such as Trinidad and
Guyana where Indians figure significantly in the total population. While a
few studies in the French Antilles have treated Indian immigration (e.g.,
Achéen 1972, Singaravélou 1975, Farrugia 1975), other researchers have
been preoccupied by the question of cultural persistence and reinterpreta-
tion (e.g., Lasserre 1953, Horowitz & Klass 1961, Horowitz 1963). Even with
renewed local interest in Indian identity (indianite) in the French islands,
the academie focus has not shifted noticeably. The work by Sulty and Naga-
pin, in its study of the survival and maintenance of Hindu religious and
cultural practices, follows closely in the tradition of Herskovits.

This collaboration - invojying an Afro-Martinican social scientist (Sulty)
and an Indo-Guadeloupean priest or poucari (Nagapin) - is one of the few
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monographs to examine religious expression by a minority group in both
islands. The authors' objective is two-fold: to restore the Indian or Hindu
part of their French Antillean cultural patrimony, in all its ethical and aes-
thetic dimensions; and to contribute to an understanding of Indian tradi-
tions, too long obscured by the dominant Creole and French cultures. Thus
the work is designed both to preserve and inform.

The book is organized into several distinct sections. It begins with an
introduction to Hinduism (Brahmanism and popular Hinduism) in India
and its transplantation in the nineteenth century to the French Antilles with
the arrival of Indian indentured laborers to the region. There follows a
description of the French Antillean Hindu pantheon with the inclusion of
Hindu myths, legends, and epics. The work then proceeds to a detailed
description of religious rituals, ceremonies, and cults, comparing data from
Martinique, Guadeloupe, and occasionally India. Next there is an exam-
ination of philosophical and theological issues - e.g., trance, sacrifice, the
sacred and profane, impurity and purification. The work shifts to a discus-
sion of French Antillean Hindu arts (architecture, sculpture, music, dance,
musical instruments, songs, culinary art, and ethnopharmacology). It ends
with a brief discussion of the colonial contact between two quite different
religious systems, Catholicism and Hinduism. From this reviewer's perspec-
tive, any one of these major divisions could be the basis for a book. While
the variety of themes adds to our knowledge of French Antillean Hinduism,
the work tends to be a bit diffuse.

The authors treat rather extensively the variation in cult celebrations in
Martinique and Guadeloupe which stem from the ethnic, religious, and
social diversity of the original indentured laborers brought to the region.
For example, Kalimai is venerated in Guadeloupe where recruits came
from both northern and southern India, but the cult is absent in Martinique
where the ethnic make-up was essentially Tamil. Even with the divergence
in belief and practice from one location to another, the authors tracé the
gradual syncretism of the different Hindu religious traits into a reconsti-
tuted form in which popular, not Brahmanic, Hinduism is favored and Indo-
Aryan culture has been absorbed by Dravidian traditions.

Some scholars might object to the word "Hindu" used throughout the
text, preferring the more inclusive cultural category "Indian" when refer-
ring to the religion since Hinduism is not represented in the French Antilles
in a pure state. Indeed the degree of culture loss and transformation among
overseas Indians has been more extensive in the French region than the
former British territories for a variety of reasons - among them, the small
ratio of Indians to the total population, centralizing tendencies of the
French state and its colonial policy, absence of ties with India, and a domi-
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nant ideology grounded in cultural assimilation to the subordination of all
other cultures. Yet in the larger context of the current movement to recognize
and promote diverse cultural identities in France, Sulty and Nagapin have
consciously chosen to "ethnicize" their study and focus on the long neglected
Hindu contributions to French Antillean life, thus elevating the dialogue.

The authors do not include any demographic or sociological data about
the Indian practitioners of either island. Readers are left to question about
the proportion of Indians who continue to observe Hindu religious life and
way of being; whether this behavior is in opposition to, or alongside, Cathol-
icism, the dominant religion of the French islands; and how extensive the
current Indian revivalist movement is among Indo-Antilleans, and in turn,
which social strata are involved. One may even wonder whether the rich,
complex Hindu knowledge documented here is accessible to the partici-
pants or only to those who are initiated, such as the priests and interpreters
who have been interviewed for this study.

What distinguishes the book from all previous work on overseas Indians in
both the French and English Caribbean is the inclusion of over 200 pho-
tographs, engravings, drawings, and maps which provide iconographic docu-
mentation for the text. Photographs fall into three main categories: images of
cult practices in nineteenth-century India, black-and-white prints from the
indenture period, and color photographs of present-day Indian ceremonies
in the French Antilles. Although Sulty and Nagapin discount evidence of
syncretism of Hindu cults with Creole (African) or Catholic religico-cultural
practices, many of the photographs reveal another dimension to the reality:
the presence of musicians, participants, and observers who are not exclu-
sively, or "purely," Indian. These individuals of mixed descent are referred to
variously in the text as créoles, créoles hindous, or hindouisants créoles, with
no f urther qualification. As other scholars have suggested common elements
between Hindu rituals and African-derived religions such as vodou or
Orisha, the work would have benefited by an exploration of the possibilities
of syncretism or "parallel traditions" (Mahabir & Maharaj 1989), especially
in light of strong acculturation pressures faced by the Indian minority.

A book like this is important for the Indian communities of Guadeloupe
and Martinique as they seek to discover and define their indianité as a legiti-
mate part of French Antillean culture and identity. Sulty and Nagapin's
study should be viewed as an introduction to French Antillean Hinduism,
encompassing a well-researched inventory of its current rituals, ceremo-
nies, beliefs, and traditions which are in the process of being revitalized. As
more lay and scholarly interest is shown in continuity and change, tradition
and modernism in Hindu culture, this work will provide a useful resource
and springboard for more in-depth research and analysis.
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Hindu Trinidad: Religion, Ethnicity and Socio-Economic Change. STEVEN
VERTOVEC. London: Macmillan, 1992. xii + 272 pp. (Paper £12.95)

VlRANJINI MUNASINGHE

Department of Anthropology
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore MD 21218. U.S.A.

This study employs recent anthropological theory to reframe the question
of cultural and religious change among Indo-Trinidadians. It promises to
accomplish three things: to chart out key cultural and religious transforma-
tions; to integrate these transformations with changes in the social, political,
and economie surroundings; and to explore the ways in which Indian eth-
nicity is inextricably linked to and informed by these composite changes.
While the study realizes its first goal with an admirable degree of detail and
clarity, it falls short in the other two.

Utilizing a comparative perspective, Chapter 1 analyzes how the various
historical circumstances surrounding the system of indenture in India and
subsequent settlement patterns of Indians in the colonies channeled cul-
tural change - especially in the spheres of kinship and household, caste, and
Hinduism.
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After a brief historical overview of the Indo-Trinidadian experience,
Chapter 2 outlines the process of cultural and religious homogenization.
Here, Vertovec argues, diverse local religious practices became supplanted
by a standardized, pan-Sanskrit Hinduism in Trinidad which resulted in the
routinization of certain rites and rituals at the familial level, and the institu-
tionalization of Hinduism at the communal level. Although Vertovec's
overall description of the development of Hinduism is sound, it lacks analyt-
ical rigor. For example, he rightly claims that Hindu sentiment and activity
declined in the 1960s but withholds any substantive explanation other than
to suggest that the institutional breakdown of the main religious body, the
Maha Sabha, may have been a contributing factor. Given his claim that
Hinduism flourished in Trinidad prior to its institutionalization, other fac-
tors shaping the economie, political, and ethnic climates may also have led
to this decline. For example, the 1960s were also an era of nation-building
which emphasized Afro-Caribbean sentiments at the cost of alienating
Trinidad's Indian population, which was expected to suppress its "Indian-
ness" for the good of the nation. It is indeed surprising that Vertovec fails to
see the significance of this process for the attenuation of Hinduism during
this period.

Chapters 3,4, and 5 examine the repercussions of the oil boom of 1973-82
on socio-religious phenomena. Ironically, as Vertovec notes, rapid modern-
ization and an astounding increase in per capita income led to a rejuvena-
tion of Indian cultural and religious activity and ethnic sentiment. Chapter 4
traces some key Hindu rituals that were bolstered by this new wealth at both
the familial and institutional level. Yet no satisfactory explanation is offered
as to why all this necessarily led to an ethnic renaissance. Two paragraphs on
page 163 hint at possible causes, such as the unequal treatment of Indians
and the pressure to adopt Afro-Caribbean cultural patterns, but concrete
connections are left for the reader to forge.

Chapter 5 provides an interesting discussion of contemporary Hindu
practices at the village level and captures nicely the habitual dimensions of
cultural practice which inform and reproduce "taken-for-granted" world
views in ever-so-subtle ways.

Two premises of this book - its conceptualizations of cultural homoge-
neity and cultural reproduction - make it a significant departure from the
existing literature on Indo-Trinidadian cultural and religious change.
Unfortunately, while the book delivers on its first promise it falls short on
the second.

Unlike earlier works that emphasized cultural commonalities among
Indo-Trinidadians, Vertovec begins with the refreshing premise that the
original Indian migrants constituted a vastly heterogeneous group. Empha-
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sis on cultural commonalities inadvertently contributed to the somewhat
misleading notion that the persistence of given cultural traits, such as the
Bhojpuri dialect, provided the cultural foundation for the subsequent
development of communal solidarity. Vertovec's point is that cultural prac-
tices and beliefs varied considerably not only among the provinces but also
within the districts and villages whence these migrants came. The work,
premised on the "distinctive cultural complexes and socio-economic net-
works" that characterized the "day-to-day worlds of villagers prior to emi-
gration," attempts to analyze how "the diverse population of Indians in
Trinidad eventually came to form a mutually agreed-upon style of life, sys-
tem of social relationships, and set of cultural institutions" (pp. 91-92). Thus
the process of cultural and religious homogenization is posed as a problem
to be explained rather than a self-evident feature of Indo-Trinidadian life.

Second, as Vertovec notes, much of the previous literature on Indo-Trini-
dadians utilized a simplistic model of culture perceived as "tangible stuff
that one either continued to or no longer continued to 'have.' Thus pre-
migration traditions ... are often treated as kinds of 'baggage' which the
original migrants 'brought with them,' either to be discarded piecemeal or
altogether, or 'kept' until post-indenture conditions allowed their re-emer-
gence" (p. x). This simplistic conceptualization has led not only to a depic-
tion of Indo-Trinidadians as a people burdened with an unusually heavy cul-
tural baggage, but also to poor analyses of the historical and contemporary
situation of Indo-Trinidadians where culture constitutes the ultimate expla-
nation for their behavioral practices. In contrast, Vertovec, utilizing Bour-
dieu's "practice" approach, sees cultural phenomena "as being continuously
reproduced in discourse with social/economical/political surroundings"
which are always in flux (p. x). The process of cultural reproduction then, he
argues, inevitably entails modification. This approach perceives culture not
as "tangible stuff" but "as internalized types of relationship, behavioural
and emotional dispositions, sets of symbols, techniques, and conceptual
orders - all capable of being articulated in a number of ways - which individ-
uals and groups of people reproduce by 'doing' them" (p. x). Regrettably,
apart from this brief theoretical exposition in the introduction, the book fails
to demonstrate this concept of cultural reproduction in practice, that is with
respect to the ethnography, except perhaps in the last chapter.

While the book rejuvenates the theme of Indian cultural persistence or
attenuation by problematizing the two crucial axes of cultural homogeneity
and cultural reproduction, its failure to explore the central role of ethnicity
and all its implications for cultural reproduction ultimately frustrates this
study. The book also relies too heavily on description and under-substan-
tiated assertions, and suffers from numerous typographical errors.
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Caribbean Women Writers: Essays from the First International Conference.
SELWYN R. CUDJOE (ed.)- Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
1990. xv + 382 pp. (Cloth US$ 37.50, Paper US$ 14.95)

ALVINA RUPRECHT
Centre d'analyse des littératures francophones des Amériques
Carleton University
Ottawa. Canada KIS 5B6

The first international conference of Caribbean women writers and critics
was held at Wellesley College in April 1988; the results of this meeting form
the content of this volume. Forty texts, a collection of literary essays, histor-
ical accounts, interviews, autobiographical reminiscences, poems, and
excerpts from prose fiction restore (in the words of Mathurin Mair) the
suppressed voices of "those missing women" by "probing deeply into the
conventional sources of Caribbean history" (p. 53) and by reproducing what
the writers themselves say about their own works and their own lives.

This all-encompassing work on the Caribbean is, more precisely, on the
English-speaking Caribbean; only one text is devoted to each of the Span-
ish-, French-, and Dutch-speaking islands. It begins with a 43-page introduc-
tion by Selwyn Cudjoe, who presents a synthesis of the main tendencies
represented in the book, integrating them into a historical overview of the
evolution of writings by women, and pausing to give more detailed accounts
of some of the most influential writers in each of the geographical spaces.
This introduction lays the groundwork for what follows and we are soon
immersed in the first section of the book - five articles which problematize
numerous questions underlying women's literary production. In this first
section, Rhoda Reddock maps the history of feminism in Jamaica, Trinidad,
and Tobago and points out that "feminism has not been a 1960s import into
the Caribbean" but rather the "continuation of a rich struggle ... firmly
based within the sociopolitical and historical context of the region" (p. 63).
Laura Niesen De Abruna then continues to tracé the literary manifestations
of this struggle, characterized, for example, by images that show the "value
of female bonding," or by certain types of narratives. De Abruna and
Arthur Paris explain the particular alienation of female writers because of
the attention focused on male writers and the hitherto predominantly mas-
culine literary production. The debate extends to the relation between dif-
ferent ethnic identities in the Caribbean and the post-colonial questioning
of the sites of so-called official cultures located traditionally in European
and North American centers.

In the following section ("The Text: In Their Own Words"), we see that
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the more radical views of the American critic Bell Hook underline the con-
cerns of many of the Caribbean women. Hook (who is not a contributor to
the volume) carries the gender confrontation to its farthest limits. She
laments the visible split that has emerged between black men and women
which would suggest that the concerns of the two groups are not the same ...
and that black solidarity is impossible in such an atmosphere (Hook
1990:17). The question is very real. For example, writer Grace Nichols
refuses to be identified as a "feminist writer," asking, "Now am I black first
or am I woman first... which is more important to me, the woman's struggle
or the fight against neocolonialism and political repression? I can't compart-
mentalize myself, I hate all forms of oppression" (p. 289). It is interesting to
note that many of the writers who talk about themselves in this second part
of the volume refuse the "feminist" label, although a discourse which ques-
tions feminine subjectivity is at the very roots of their writing. Merle Hodge
sees her writing as a form of "guerrilla activity" against the invasion of
foreign fiction, while Jamaica Kincaid asserts that she is more interested in
defining a non-American and therefore non-mimetic literary poetics than in
reflecting on the role of women in fiction.

What soon becomes very clear in all these discussions is that whether the
positions are explicit or not, a feminist perspective functions inevitably as
one of the anti-colonial paradigms; it locates the speaking subject, the nar-
rator, the writer, or the personnage in a power struggle with the "other" - a
black male, a white male or female, a white-structured system of values, etc.
- where the black female voices subvert the stereotypical role of the power-
less victim and refuse to be defined by masculine voices.

Several criticisms could be made of these essays. First, the chapters on the
non-English speaking cultures give an incomplete view of those literatures
and therefore are of very limited interest to specialists in these fields. For
example, the absence of any mention of the Guadeloupean writer and socio-
linguist Dany Bébel-Gisler in the chapter on francophone/creolophone
women writers is surprising to say the least, given the fact that Bébel-Gisler
is the most prolific and most militant feminist thinker and writer in the
French Caribbean.

Another weakness concerns recent theoretical models for post-colonial
and transcultural paradigms. Concepts such as those of Edouard Glissant
who talks of a poetics of "relation" and a literature of the "heterogene"
Patrick Chamoiseau who prefers to speak of "diversalité" or Homi Bhabha
who uses the term "transnational dissemination" imply, argues Amaryll
Chanady, the deconstruction of the traditional dichotomies of the "same"
and the "other," "l'identique a soi-même" and '7a différence" (1993). These
concepts, which indicate the possibility of a new cultural interrelation, the
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fluid interchange between all forms of diversity, would tend to exclude the
models that many of the Caribbean women writers construct for them-
selves, models perceived as relations in terms of power struggles based on
dyadic oppositions between metropolitan, colonial culture and Caribbean
culture, or between male and female literature. In the context then, of the
most recent theoretical discourses, the quest for identity (the search for
"our essential values," as Selwyn Cudjoe puts it, quoting Astrid Roemer [p.
47]) becomes highly problematic because these notions would tend to
exclude the complex set of cultural interrelations which form the basis of all
Caribbean societies.

This volume is, nevertheless, an indispensable reference work for anyone
doing research in this area. It brings together the most important women
writing in the English Caribbean; it contains much new and illuminating
historical material; and the interviews and personal essays provide excep-
tional insight into the deep-seated tensions which have motivated the cre-
ative process.
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Nieuwe Surinaamse verhalen. MICHIEL VAN KEMPEN (ed.). Paramaribo: De
Volksboekwinkel, 1986. 202 pp. (Paper NLG 26.50)

Literatuur in Suriname: nieuwe, nog niet eerder gepubliceerde verhalen en
gedichten van Surinaamse auteurs. Preludium 5(3): 1-80. MICHIEL VAN

KEMPEN (compiler). Breda: Stichting Preludium, 1988. (Paper NLG 12.00)

Verhalen van Surinaamse schrijvers. MICHIEL VAN KEMPEN (compiler).
Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers, 1989. 248 pp. (Paper NLG 29.90)

Hoor die tori! Surinaamse vertellingen. MICHIEL VAN KEMPEN (compiler).
Amsterdam: In de Knipscheer, 1990. 267 pp. (Paper NLG 32.50)

Suriname. De Gids 153:791-954. MICHIEL VAN KEMPEN et al. (eds.) Amster-
dam: Meulenhoff, 1990. (Paper NLG 24.50)

J. VAN DONSELAAR

Hasebroeklaan 1
3723 DJ Bilthoven. the Netherlands

After his first collection of short stories by Suriname writers in 1986, the
success of Michiel van Kempen's editing activities experienced a remarka-
ble crescendo. The initial, modest anthology was published by a small firm
in Suriname, and received little attention outside that country. The second
volume, which also includes poetry, was issued in 1988 by a small periodical
in thé Netherlands as a special on Suriname; however, it still needed finan-
cial support from a provincial authority. The third and fourth anthologies
(1989 and 1990) found places on the list of a well-known Dutch publisher.
Van Kempen's next work in the field was the Suriname issue of De Gids
(1990), the oldest and one of the most respected cultural magazines of the
Netherlands. Since this review was written, he edited two more collections
of Suriname literature.

Van Kempen, a philologist, lived and worked in Suriname from 1983
through 1987. During this time, he published a comprehensive study, com-
plete with a detailed bibliography, of Suriname literature from the period
1970-85. Van Kempen returned to the Netherlands in 1987 with fascinating
memories and experiences. To maintain contacts with Suriname writers and
revie;w literature for Suriname newspapers, he continues to make visits to
Suriname. In the Netherlands, he had a literature column in the Weekkrant
Suriname. His most outstanding achievements so far are the anthologies
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mentioned above. No doubt, Michiel van Kempen is presently the greatest
supporter and promoter of Suriname literature.

Because the five volumes discussed in this review include 83 short stories
and fragments of prose, as well as 50 poems, this review will not be detailed.
The stories in Hoor die tori! will be discussed only briefly as they contribute
more to our knowledge of mythology, religion, and tradition than to litera-
ture.

Nieuwe Surinaamse verhalen consists entirely of original short stories.
The most surprising one is "Het huis van Herman" written by Mani Sapo-
tille. It describes the upside-down world of Herman who eventually com-
mits suicide, "as it should be." Another story dealing with the subject of
suicide, "Gas," is a début for the author Paul Bandel. This volume also
contains a charming, poetic story entitled "De bloemen zijn gek," by
Orlando Emanuels who seems to be more of a poet than a writer of prose.
"Gas" and "De bloemen zijn gek" appear not only in this collection but also
in Verhalen van Surinaamse schrijvers.

Literatuur in Suriname is a lovely collection of four original stories, all of
them have a point. The background of Rappa's "Rhada" might be viewed as
"mystification"; however, the tale develops so naturally that, as a piece of art,
it is quite convincing. Mani Sapotille presents a perfect anecdote, told by a
school teacher in "De leegte," the second story in the collection. The next tale,
"De goede verwachting," by Amber is in essence cynical. The final piece is
"Mohammeds bedevaart," a début for Sanicari. In my opinion, this work
deserves top ranking among all of the stories under discussion. The author's
description of a girl who has the capacity to tap into the thoughts and feelings
of others, in particular her lovers, might be viewed by many as "mystifica-
tion"; nevertheless, it is quite astonishing and incredibly convincing.

The stories from Literatuur in Suriname are reprinted in Verhalen van
Surinaamse schrijvers, except for the tale by Sapotille, who instead presents
"De man in de zandloper," his best story yet. Here, Sapotille ingeniously
telescopes the colonial past with its cruel slavery into the present with its
renewed violence, now military in nature. The collection also includes a new
story by Thea Doelwijt, "Ere wie ere toekomt," as well as older pieces by
Hugo Pos, Bea Vianen, and Barbara Stephan. In my opinion, the combina-
tion of old and new makes this volume the best of the five discussed. How-
ever, there is one shortcoming - the fragment of unpublished film script
written in 1937 by the late Anton de Kom. The only reason that I can see for
selecting this piece is that the author himself is interesting. In 1933, Anton
de Kom tried to organize the working class of Suriname to start a movement
aimed at improving their living conditions. Although his methods were not
illegal, the government found them to be too provocative and expelled De
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Kom from the colony after a demonstration by his supporters which ended
in bloodshed. His activism, along with the book Wij slaven van Suriname
(1934) in which he describes his experiences, won him acclaim as a national
hero. In his book, De Kom appears to be an able narrator, but he demon-
strates a shocking lack of knowledge about Suriname outside of the capital.
The fragment included in Verhalen van Surinaamse vertellingen, which is
interesting simply because it tells about De Kom and thus deserves to be
published, has the same failures as his book. He still shows a lack of familiar-
ity with Suriname's main rivers, and again decorates his story with nonsense
about nature - in this instance, the Netherlands.

The fourth volume, Hoor die tori! Surinaamse vertellingen seems, at flrst
glance, to be the most promising. However, the majority of the pieces, both
the new and the old ones, are not particularly striking. Even the stories by
some of the well-known authors such as Albert Heiman, Astrid Roemer,
Benny Ooft, and Michaël Slory are disappointing. Mani Sapotille, using the
pen-name Winston Leeflang, carries his ingenuity too far; in other words, I
do not follow his logic. Despite these shortcomings, there are a few contri-
butions that deserve mentioning. Thea Doelwijt offers a quite intriguing
piece, "Monsters," in which she presents a harrowing view of the attitudes of
"civilized people" towards "savages." Also in this volume, Hugo Pos creates
a situation and atmosphere in "Een en een" equal to that of Somerset
Maugham's familiar stories about his travels to the tropics. Another re-
markable piece, "Jairam vertelt," by a Hindostani describes the trials and
tribulations of this immigrant who through hard work and perseverance
attains a position as an independent farmer. Finally, the stories by Rappa
and Wilfred del Prado are also well worth reading.

Among the six stories, the special issue on Suriname of De Gids, the only
one that impressed me was that by Sapotille/Leeflang. This story, "Jij at de
vensterbank," describes the relationship of a man [quite possibly a white
representative of western civilization - the author never reveals this out-
right] with a Hindostani girl. Also included in "Suriname" is a large frag-
ment from Paul Mariee's Proefkonijn (1985), the only Suriname novel ever
to be translated into English. "Over de geheimen van de liefde," also
deserves attention for the curious style and vocabulary developed by Edgar
Cairo, a propagator of the unique Dutch variety - "Surinamese Dutch."

Finally, a few comments on the poems found in Literatuur in Suriname
and the Suriname issue of De Gids. In my opinion, the poems presented by
Michaël Slory, Shrinivasi, and Astrid Roemer are all very good. In addition,
several of the other poems deserve serious attention. However, there are
quite a few which can simply not be categorized as poetry because they
consist merely of ordinary language divided into arbitrarily chosen small
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pieces arranged in vertical rows. The poetry found in these volumes is simi-
lar to the prose in one essential aspect: the majority of the best pieces come
from authors that have already built reputations - Vianen, Doelwijt, Pos,
Rappa. For me, the great discovery is Sapotille/Leeflang.

The introductions to these five volumes, as well as the more specialized
essays on the position of several ethnic groups in the Suriname issue of De
Gids, are beyond the scope of this review. However, I would like to call
attention to one phenomenon that has not yet, to my knowledge, been ob-
served: the attention to mysticism found in the new contributions. The dif-
ference between reality and the supernatural is vague; the stories balance,
sometimes quite ingeniously, on the edge.

After completing this review, I made the astonishing discovery that Sapo-
tille/Leeflang is Van Kempen. Lou Lichtveld started this questionable Suri-
namese habit of using, quite openly, a "writers name" as a pseudonym -
Albert Heiman in his case. However, it is interesting to note that those who
did not use Lichtveld's example are among the most outstanding authors of
the country: Ferrier, Vianen, Doelwijt, Roemer, Cairo, and Pos. I hope that
Van Kempen will develop his talent to a degree that will allow him to drop
Sapotille and Leeflang, and thus join the latter group.

Development and Structures ofCreole Languages: Essays in Honor ofDerek
Bickerton. FRANCIS BYRNE & THOM HUEBNER (eds.). Amsterdam/Philadel-
phia: John Benjamins, 1991. x + 222 pp. (Cloth US$ 47.00)

BETH CRAIG

Linguistics Department
CUNY Graduate Center
New York NY 10036, U.S.A.

Byrne and Huebner have put together a varied collection of essays in honor
of Derek Bickerton on his sixty-fifth birthday that will be of interest to a
wide range of linguists, including creolists, variationists, lexical semanti-
cists, syntacticians, and linguistic anthropologists. The collection contains
an introduction by Francis Byrne, which provides, in addition to a preview
of the book's contents, a synopsis of Bickerton's life, research interests, and
major contributions to linguistics. The introduction appropriately con-
cludes with a lengthy, partial bibliography of Bickerton's publications,
including both his fictional and linguistic work.

The volume is organized into five sections, each cöntaining two or three
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articles: Identifying Creoles: "St. Helena English" by Ian Hancock and
"American Indian English: A Phylogenetic Dilemma" by Guillermo Bartelt.
Language Variation: "Style, Status, Change: Triree Sociolinguistic Axioms"
by Dennis Preston, "Using the Future to Explain the Past" by Gillian
Sankoff, and "Decreolization or Dialect Contact in Haiti?" by Albert
Valdman. Creole Processes: "From Botany to Creolistics: The Contribution
of the Lexicon on the Flora to the Debate on Indian Ocean Creole Genesis"
by Robert Chaudenson, "Ndjuka Organization of Experience: African or
Universal?" by George Huttar, and "A Reexamination of Bickerton's Phylo-
genesis Hypothesis" by Mary C. Black & Glenn G. Gilbert. Creole Syntax
and Semantics: "Pidgins, Creoles, Typology, and Markedness" by Salikoko S.
Mufwene, "The Binding Theory and Creolization: Evidence from 18th Cen-
tury Negerhollands Reflexives" by Pieter Muysken & Hein van der Voort,
and "On the Copula in Mauritian Creole, Past and Present" by Philip Baker
& Anand Syea. Serial Verbs: "Serialization in Creole Oral Discourse" by
Geneviève Escure, "The Definition of Serial Verbs" by Pieter Seuren, and
"Approaches to 'Missing' Internal (and External) Arguments in Serial Struc-
ture: Some Presumed Difficulties" by Francis Byrne.

The articles in each section are in some way concerned with issues that
Bickerton has examined over the years and which have become central
concerns of researchers interested in language contact phenomena. For
example, the two articles in the first section discuss problems associated
with classifying contact varieties of English that exhibit creole-like features,
but whose histories do not evidence the creolization process as described by
Bickerton. Especially noteworthy in Bartelt's article are his discussions of
prior research on American Indian English and his informed discussion of
AIE in the Southwest - in particular, among the Apache. Hancock's article
provides a valuable description of the immigrant and political history of St.
Helena, as well as word lists and some notes on grammar (e.g., auxiliaries,
negation, questions, and pronouns).

Sankoff s article investigates a subject that has been a principal focus in
Bickerton's work - namely, the semantics of tense and aspect. She analyzes
the form bai with respect to its meaning and function in the tense-aspect
system of Tok Pisin and finds, contrary to assumptions of prior work, that it
is used in past contexts. She proposes a sequence of semantic shifts in the
use of bai, from future tense marker to irrealis mood to iterative-habitual to
punctual aspect. Preston's article, in the same section, is concerned with the
relationship among the various factors that influence variation, and his con-
clusions support Bickerton's contention that variation can be accounted for
primarily by a language's grammar, rather than by social factors. A good
deal of Preston's article involves discussing the relevance of several VAR-
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BRULE analyses for the idea that the usual source of variation observed in
the social dimension is the variation space made available by the surround-
ing linguistic contexts. Preston also has a useful discussion of how violations
of this principle may be symptomatic of changes in progress in a grammar.

In some papers, authors uphold views that contrast with Bickerton's. For
example, Mufwene challenges Bickerton's claim that the typological
options chosen by pidgins and creoles represent the unmarked options of
UG. With numerous illustrations from Kituba, Haitian Creole, and Gullah,
among other languages, Mufwene argues that prototypical PC features,
such as isolating mophosyntax, are unmarked with respect not to UG but to
specific contact situations. These unmarked PC features are determined by
a variety of factors in the contact situation, according to Mufwene, including
salience and semantic transparency. Baker & Syea's paper also questions
one of Bickerton's propositions - that zero equative copula constructions
signal heavy superstrate influence in a creole. Their assiduous investigation
of the evolution of the copula in Mauritian Creole suggests that zero copula
has been a feature of MC from at least the mid-eighteenth century. The
challenge that French-based creoles represent for Bickerton's claim is dis-
cussed in their conclusion.

A notable trait of this collection is the interplay that exists among several
of the papers. The juxtaposition of ideas in the section on serial verbs, for
example, is particularly intriguing. While Escure and Seuren agree that verb
serialization has not received a proper definition, they differ with regard to
the best approach for developing a theory of serial verbs. Escure argues that
a theory of serial verbs should account for their function and meaning
rather than merely their form. In following this approach, she widens the
definition of serialization in such a way that it includes the reflexes of serial-
ization found in at least some acrolects. Seuren, on the other hand, holds the
view that the definition of serial verbs should be narrowed, so as to exclude
serial-like structures found in superstrate languages, such as English. Both
papers present valid reasons for pursuing their respective agendas, and
readers are led to scrutinize the role of verb serialization in identifying
sources of creole structures. The third paper on serialization, by Byrne, is
concerned with the syntactic status of "missing" arguments in serial struc-
tures, and prior proposals for such structures are evaluated. The data that
Byrne presents on serials involving Dative arguments and his speculations
about how serial structures evolve are relevant and potentially important
not only for establishing the syntactic structure of serial verb constructions
but also for evaluating the proposals made by Escure and Seuren.

Another combination of papers that complement each other in a fruitful
way are Black & Gilbert's paper on Bickerton's phylogenesis hypothesis
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and Huttar's paper on the relationship between semantic structures in
Ndjuka and other languages. Black & Gilbert tackle the question of why
reactions to Bickerton's theory of language origins have been so minimal.
They maintain that Bickerton's phylogenesis theory deserves greater con-
sideration than it has received and suggest that semantically-based cross-
linguistic creole studies should be carried out in order to learn "whether
individual creoles exhibit more similarities to each other or to their source
languages, and thereby to discover the extent and nature of linguistic uni-
versals." Huttar's study of the relationship among word forms, their mean-
ings, and extensions of their meanings in forty-five languages attempts to
find out whether the semantic structures of Ndjuka owe more to substrate
influences or creole universals. While his provisional conclusion is that
semantic structures of Ndjuka owe more to substrate influences than to
creole universals, it is his circumspect discussion of how to improve on the
methodology of this sort of complex study that will be especially useful for
addressing the kind of future research suggested by Black & Gilbert.

This Festschrift, which juxtaposes a generous assortment of provocative
topics and thought-challenging issues, is an apt testimonial to Derek Bicker-
ton's distinguished and influential career.

The Speech of the negros congos of Panama. JOHN M. LIPSKI. Amsterdam/
Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1989. vii + 159 pp. (Cloth US$ 53.00, NLG
100.00)

WlLLlAM W. MEGENNEY

Department of Spanish and Portuguese
University of California. Riverside
Riverside CA 92521. U.S.A.

In a brief introduction, Lipski discusses some of the cultural manifestations
of the congo games and the special dialect mode used in the congo ceremo-
nies which take place during carnival season. The book, he writes, has two
goals: "(1) to offer a comprehensive description of the congo dialect of the
Costa Arriba area of Colón province," and "(2) to evaluate the diachronic
evolution of this speech mode, in particular its possible origin as an Afro-
Hispanic creole, and to assess the importance of this dialect for general
theories of creolization of languages and of African influence on Latin
American Spanish."

The congo games are described as being folkloric reconstructions of what
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was no doubt a celebration of freedom from slavery. As time passed, how-
ever, the dialect used by the ex-slaves to express their revelry changed due
to an element of improvisation which is now part and parcel of the ceremo-
nies. There is also considerable regional variation in the congo language due
to the relative isolation of the villages where it is used.

Lipski explains that congo differs most significantly from regional Pana-
manian Spanish in its morphology. In the verbal morphology, for example, we
find (1) regularization of irregular forms (cabo for quepo "I fit"), (2) sub-
stitution of paradigmatic variants in person {tü sabo [sabes] "you know"),
number (un drbolque tienen ftiene] "a tree which has"), tense (yofuiste [soy]
"I were = I am"), and mood (aquido tenga [lo tienes] "Here you have it"), and
the creation of innovative forms totally unrelated to normal Spanish patterns
(churprie [chupo] "I suck"). Congo nominal morphology displays partial or
total neutralization of gender, which is realized through processes such as the
exchange of the -o and -a endings and/or the interchange of the definite arti-
cles or the demonstratives. There are also modifications in adjectival, pro-
nominal, adverbial, and prepositional morphology.

There are certain recurring syntactic modifications found within the
improvisation. Some of these are: (1) a higherfrequency usage of pronouns,
especially tü "you" [informal], yo "I," and usted "you" [formal], (2) the
elimination of certain prepositions, especially de and a, (3) a free alterna-
tion between indicative and subjunctive forms, and a "syntax of negation,"
in which words are assigned opposite meanings (e.g., iQué é do que tü no
quede? = iQué es lo que quieres? "What do you want?). According to Lip-
ski, "the most immediately noteworthy aspect of congo dialect is the sys-
tematic semantic in version, designed to confuse and amaze spectators ..."
This is achieved through (1) the substitution of semantically opposite ele-
ments (e.g., vivi = muerto "alive = dead"), (2) inversion through negative
words (e.g., poco amigo = muy amigo "not a good friend = a good friend"),
(3) inversion through idiomatic expressions (e.g., estd con los ojos abiertos =
murió "his eyes are open = he died"). and (4) partial semantic displacement
(e.g., durmiendo = sonando "sleeping = dreaming"). One important fact
regarding semantic inversion and pointing to the playf ui nature of the congo
dialect is that it is not rule-governed and therefore may not be analyzed in
the traditional linguistic sense.

Before the chapter on phonological characteristics, there is a brief dis-
cussion concerning similarities with vestigial Spanish speakers. Here, Lipski
finds that since overall strategies are the same between vestigial Spanish
and the congo dialect, there is support for "the tentative conclusion that
contemporary congo speech represents the continuation of an earlier, legiti-
mately Afro-Hispanic speech mode..."
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The following chapters deal with phonological characteristics of the
congo dialect, the congo dialect and the phonology of Panamanian Spanish,
and the possible African basis for the congo speech. What Lipski calls "fixed
phenomena" in congo consist of the neutralization of hl, hl, IV, and /d/, and
of the occlusive articulation of Ibl, lél, and /g/. Otherwise, the congo dialect
mirrors the same phonotactic structures found in regional Panamanian
Spanish of the Costa Arriba, which include vocalic substitutions (e.g.,
sumuna sunta = semana santa "Holy Week"), consonantal epenthesis (e.g.,
crambio = cambio "change"), and open syllabicity, especially through elim-
ination of syllable-final consonants.

In the chapter comparing congo and Panamanian Spanish, Lipski attempts
to assess the former vis-a-vis its importance for Afro-Hispanic linguistics.
While doing this, he provides useful information on word-final /n/ and on the
behavior of l\l, hl, and /s/ in several Spanish dialects. In his conclusions based
on this comparison, he states that "inasmuch as it [congo] represents a car-
ryover of earlier Africanized Spanish, [it] has absorbed most of the changes
that have af f ected regional Spanish, while maintaining (or perhaps restoring)
those features most closely aligned with creolized Spanish."

The final chapter, "The Possible African Basis for congo Speech," con-
tains summary information on grammatical modifications among certain
creole languages (with examples from Co\omb'\&n palenquero, Papiamentu,
the Samana Peninsula of the Dominican Republic, Chota of Ecuador,
Equatorial Guinea, Cuban bozal Spanish, Puerto Rican bozal Spanish,
Peruvian bozal Spanish, Guinea-Bissau creole, Cape Verde creole, and
Annobon creole), examples of literary representations of bozal Spanish and
Portuguese from Golden Age authors, a comparison, in table form, of Afro-
Hispanic dialect characteristics, and descriptions of phonetic modifications
of Afro-Iberian creoles, all for the purpose of comparative and contrastive
analyses with the congo dialect. Finally, there are brief statements regarding
the phonetic rhythm, intonation, and lexical elements of congo. Final con-
clusions summarize points made earlier with respect to the obfuscation of
proto-creole elements in the congo dialect having been brought about
through a sui generis phenomenon of exaggeration and playfulness on the
part of the merrymakers.

There are places where the book could have been expanded, although it is
an excellent introduction to the study of this Panamanian dialect. Perhaps
its main faults are the editorial errors and some thirty references which are
missing from the bibliography. The appendix contains transcriptions in nor-
mal Spanish orthography of some of the recorded conversations with native
informants, which are useful in conjunction with the taped recordings made
in situ.
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Language, Style and Social Space: Stylistic Choice in Suriname Javanese.
CLARE WOLFOWITZ. Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1992. viii + 265
pp. (Paper US$ 27.50)

HEIN D. VRUGGINK
Amstelstraat 9
9725 KT Groningen, the Netherlands

At first sight there is nothing unusual about taking the phenomenon of style
variation in Javanese as an object of study. The peculiarity of the Javanese
language lies, indeed, in its extraordinary stylistic elaboration and concom-
itant lexical variation.

Things are different, however, when Suriname Javanese comes into sight,
as this variant of Javanese is often held as stylistically unrefined (kasar) and
almost without any stylistic lexical alternation. One of the merits of Lan-
guage, Style and Social Space is that it convincingly disproves this evidently
biased view. The Suriname-Javanese style system appears to be surprisingly
complex and rich, qualities which might be attributed to this book as well.

Wolfowitz's study is based on a seven-month period (in 1976 and 1977) of
fieldwork among the Javanese immigrant community in Suriname. The au-
thor lived in two different households, one in a large village not too far from
Paramaribo (presumably Tamanredjo) and the other in Paramaribo. The
bulk of her observations are, as she explicitly states, from the Paramaribo
setting. As she readily was considered an insider rather than an outsider, she
no longer could be present at the formal men's visits and ceremonies. Con-
sequently the focus of her study is on stylistically determined interaction
within the household.

Most analyses of the Javanese style system concentrate on the lexical
aspects of speech style, whereby sets or paradigms of lexical alternants are
ranked from "low" to "high," thus forming a bipolar continuüm of less
polite and more polite speech (ngoko-krama). In various ways Wolfowitz
broadens the concept of stylistic choice as comprising not only the stylisti-
cally marked morphemes but also nonlexical stylistic variables such as
close-polite forms of expression (intonation, ellipsis, interrogative pat-
terns), strategies of pronoun avoidance, as well as respectful intonation pat-
terns and the use of kin terms as vocatives. In view of all these different
stylistic devices, the author comes to the conclusion that in Suriname Java-
nese (and this might also be the case for non-urban Indonesian Javanese),
the use of formal style is only one of the ways in which politeness can be
expressed, and not the dominant one at that.

Instead of the conventional bipolar continuüm in which styles range from
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less polite to more polite, Wolfowitz assumes a model in which three styles
are discerned: ordinary style (ngoko), respect style, and formal style
(krama/madya). Each speech style has its own definite stylistic character.
Ordinary style, which should not be equated with unstylized (familial)
speech, is characterized by a punctuate syntax, with a marked degree of
ellipsis and sharp contrasts of pitch, tempo, and vowel quality. Respect style
does not necessarily make use of formal lexicon: its hallmarks are the use of
the appropriate kinship term as vocative along with a characteristic croon-
ing intonation. Formal style is, apart from its formal lexicon, characterized
by smoothly connected strings of syntactically complete (and often redun-
dant) phrases.

All three of these basic speech styles are associated with definite social
values: ordinary style with "liveliness'Xraraé), respect style with "respect"
(urmat), and formal style with "refinement" (alus). However, these norms
differ and even contrast depending on the category of interaction: in-group
versus out-group, men's versus women's speech, front region versus back
region. The last category, the spatial context of interaction, is in Wolfowitz's
view a determinant factor which not only specifies the content of these
opposing social values but also presupposes the use of specific interaction
styles. Ordinary speech style is thus associated with the back region of the
house, respect style with the inside region, and formal style with the front
region. This association should however not be interpreted rigidly. It is a
matter of conceptual framework, not physical setting, and has no prescrip-
tive value whatsoever. In this way, Wolfowitz arrivés at a highly complex
compartmental model of stylistic choices and associated contexts, widely
different form the relatively simple bipolar stylistic structure we generally
find in other accounts of Javanese.

It is difficult to rightly assess the value of this study, especially since it
offers the reader an extraordinarily complicated and rich picture of style in
Suriname Javanese. Much though one might have one's doubts about Wol-
fowitz's observations and analyses, or even plainly disagree, one must admit
that Language, Style and Social Space forms a major achievement of schol-
arship, brilliant in certain respects and, to say the least, highly stimulating.

Though the author had her initial Javanese language training not in Suri-
name but in Indonesia, she evidently tried from the outset to look at the
Suriname-Javanese situation with an unbiased perspective. "The Suriname-
Javanese style system," she states explicitly, "is presented here as a distinct
sociolinguistic case rather than as a variant or subset of Javanese as used in
Indonesia" (p. 26). Thanks to this approach she discovers and discloses
many phenomena in Suriname Javanese which are absent or different in
Indonesian Javanese: the three-way model of ordinary, respect, and formal
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style (instead of the conyentional bipolar model), the dominant role of do-
mestic space, and the likfe. Nevertheless one occasionally comes across theo-
retical observations based on studies of Indonesian Javanese which have no
relevance for Javanese as spoken in Suriname. This comes out most clearly
in Chapter 5 on speech levels and Chapter 8 on domestic space. Moreover, it
is not always clear whether the author is talking about Suriname Javanese or
Indonesian Javanese. One also may regret that some observations are not
more fully sustained by Suriname-Javanese illustrations.

The arguments Wolfowitz brings forward for so-called respect style as a
distinct style are too meager to convince me. I would rather distinguish
three basic styles; instead of what she terms ordinary, respect, and formal, I
would discern ordinary, formal, and extremely formal. Wolfowitz is clearly
aware of the existence of the extremely formal style, which we encounter in
formal men's gatherings and ceremonies, but she does not pay special atten-
tion to it because of her focus on domestic familial interaction.

Another limitation is that phenomeria such as the frequent use of loan-
words from Dutch and Sranan and the code-switching between these lan-
guages and Suriname Javanese, which is very usual among Javanese in Suri-
name, pass almost unnoticed. Besides, there are many items which are dealt
with in a cursory fashion, but which deserve a much more thorough and
extensive treatment. This holds, for example, for Chapter 3, on the expres-
sive features of ordinary speech, and Chapter 6, on individual styles of lex-
ical politeness. The author admits that many of her observations are provi-
sional, at the same time adding that "several factors suggest that further
fieldwork might not materially counter these first and second impressions"
(p. 24). Whether or not future research will indeed prove that she is right, it
will surely benefit by her courageous and in many respects pioneering effort
to disentangle the extraordinarily intricate and strikingly fluid reality of
Suriname-Javanese speech style.
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Canadian-Caribbean Relations: Aspects ofa Relationship. BRIAN DOUGLAS

TENNYSON (ed.). Sydney, Nova Scotia: Centre for International Studies,
1990. vii + 379 pp. (Paper CAN$ 14.95)

KEITH A.P. SANDIFORD

Department of History
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg Canada R3T 2N2

This book is a collection of five essays edited by the Director of the Centre
of International Studies, University College of Cape Breton, who provided
the Introduction as well as Chapter 1. It is the tangible result of the first
major collaborative research project undertaken by the Centre and is in
some ways a sequel to Tennyson's 1988 anthology, Canada and the Com-
monwealth Caribbean.

The editor carefully shows how the nature of that "special" relationship
between Canada and the Caribbean has gradually changed. What was once
a close commercial tie between relatively equal and interdependent part-
ners has developed into a "normal" relationship between an industrial
nation and a developing neighbor. This idea is further pursued by James
Guy who presents an insightful description of the Caribbean countries,
showing how their fierce nationalism has undermined all attempts at politi-
cal federation and economie union. He rightly emphasizes that while the
Caribbean Basin is seen by the rest of the world as a single geographic unit,
the area still views itself as a collection of disparate entities. This situation
complicates all external approaches to the region. Canada has remained
conscious of its historical link with the Commonwealth Caribbean and even
though its trade with the islands has steadily shrunk, its strategie and finan-
cial interests are still substantial and it has contributed more to the devel-
opment of the West Indies than to any of the developing regions. Guy very
much fears, however, that this aid is scattered in too haphazard a manner
with too much concern for the welfare of Canadian investments and not
enough for the basic problems facing the islands themselves.

This unfortunate Canadian approach to Caribbean aid comes as no sur-
prise to the readers of Chapter 2, in which Harold Barratt vigorously crit-
icizes the whole Canadian society for its historical and systemic (albeit
sometimes covert) racism. He draws upon a wide range of secondary mate-
rials to show how West Indian immigrants have generally fared in Canada
and to explain why their difficulties have sprung more from racial than cul-
tural causes. He condemns the traditional immigration policies that have
placed considerable restriction on the inflow of Blacks and Browns, though
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he seems to have seriously underestimated the number of West Indian
migrants now resident in Canada.

Frank Renwick presents an intriguing analysis of Canada's international
marketing strategies, structures and image based upon a pilot study of its
activities in the Caribbean area. He offers incisive criticism of the Canadian
approach and emerges with some concrete suggestions for improving Cana-
da's commercial image and performance. He advocates the articulation of a
clear policy statement, the promotion of Canadian private involvement in
global markets, and the establishment of trading trusts. In the same way that
the recent National Trade Strategy has increased Canada's trading interests
in the Far East and the Pacific Rim, Renwick feels that a Global Marketing
Strategy will permit Canada to shift from being simply a trading nation to a
marketing one as well.

Aaron Schneider's contribution is different from the others in that its
focus is limited entirely to "Grass Roots Development" in the eastern
Caribbean islands of Dominica, Grenada, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent. The
whole essay flows from the premise that underdevelopment is rooted in the
class structures which deprive the poor of political and economie power.
Consequently, only grass roots programs can save the impoverished islands
in the eastern Caribbean from continuing underdevelopment and margin-
alization. Unfortunately, however, grass roots level projects in these coun-
tries have generally been carried out in an atmosphere of governmental
ambivalence and political sabotage. Schneider's considered view is that the
militarism of the United States is the greatest barrier to social justice and
economie development in the Caribbean and Central America. But he iden-
tifies a number of growth points that have recently emerged in the four
countries under review and expresses the hope that Canada will play its role
in the proper spirit by opposing the selfish policies of the United States and
giving aid to the Caribbean region in such a manner as to profit the bene-
ficiary in the longer run and not the benefactor in the short.

Although there are very few surprises or ground-breaking conclusions
here, the book is a fine collection of research papers, all based on wide
reading and careful thought. It is a valuable text for any study of Canadian-
Caribbean relations and its extensive bibliography is also very useful.
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The University of the West Indies: A Caribbean Response to the Challenge of
Change. PHILIP SHERLOCK & REX NETTLEFORD. London: Macmillan Carib-
bean, 1990. viii + 315 pp. (Cloth £20.00, Paper £7.95)

GLORIA CUMPER

Pleasant Hill. Stony Hill
Kingston 8, Jamaica

This book - part memoir, part chronicle of the difficulties, problems, and
achievements of the 1970s and 1980s - celebrates forty years in the life of the
University of the West Indies (UWI). The memoir, written in the first per-
son, is that of Philip Sherlock, whose involvement began with membership
in the Irvine Commission, which planned the establishment of the Univer-
sity College of the West Indies (UCWI), later to sever its links with London
University and become the UWI. Sherlock took an active part in the devel-
opment of two campuses, Mona and St. Augustine, and ended as Vice-
Chancellor of the UWI. The third-person record of the developments of the
1970s and 1980s is the work of Rex Nettleford, who is now a Pro-Vice Chan-
cellor at the Mona Campus.

If there can be said to be a theme linking the two parts, it is the significant
role that political developments in the British Caribbean have played, first
in the establishment of the UCWI, and later in the changes over time in the
policy and direction of the UWI. The establishment of the College was part
of the decolonization process conceived by the British Government as it
prepared to shed its empire. It was to provide a governing elite to take over
the business of running the region and educate the professionals to replace
the officers of the British Colonial Service. The decision to grant independ-
ence to the West Indies Federation prompted a rethinking of the role and
function of a university in the region. The change of direction which it took
during the brief life of the Federation, under the leadership of Arthur Lewis
as Vice-Chancellor, set the course for its development as an independent
institution. The collapse of the Federation and the coming of independence
to each of the constituent territories have led to increased demands that the
University meet the needs of each of them. Three campuses, university cen-
ters in the non-campus territories, demands for training of all kinds and for
applied research, distance teaching, and a range of diploma courses now
define the nature of the University.

Forty years is a good vantage point from which to assess the evolution of
any educational institution. It is interesting to observe how strikingly differ-
ent in tone the contributions of Sherlock and Nettleford are. Much of the
hope, excitement, and confidence in the future that characterized the early
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years of the University are reflected in Sherlock's account, fleshed out by
recollections of the early years by staff and students of both Mona and St.
Augustine. The more sober realities of life in the University in a period
when political pressures grew and economies declined are reflected in Net-
tleford's contribution.

The decade of the 1960s was in many ways a traumatic one for the UWI.
At its beginning, its special relationship to the Federation of the West Indies
opened up possibilities of considerable influence in the various aspects of
life in the region. Physically, too, it was growing. The prestigious Imperial
College of Tropical Agriculture was handed over to the University by the
British Government, and formed the nucleus of a new campus in Trinidad.
Negotiations for the UCWFs independence from London University were
well underway. But before the Royal Charter could be granted, the Feder-
ation had disintegrated, and both Jamaica and Trinidad were negotiating
their own independence. Funding problems which began then have contin-
ued to plague the institution.

On the social scène there was a good deal of unrest. The rise of Ras
Tafarianism in Jamaica as a protest movement, the inevitable local reper-
cussions of the Black Power movement in the United States, and the resur-
gence of a Communist movement, with its base effectively on the Mona
campus, resulted in a ferment in which students and the younger staff mem-
bers were caught up. Sherlock refers to these as positive developments,
reflecting an awakening sense of nationalism and a search for a West Indian
identity. He does not mention the negative aspects, some of which have cast
long shadows that may still be seen today.

In particular, the search for an identity caused many of the staff and stu-
dents to adopt an inward-looking stance. This resulted, for example, in a
demand that West Indians should have very high priority in the staffing of
the University. Much effort was spent by staff members in trying to influ-
ence the economie and political decisions of the governments of the region.
But it was perhaps the determination to give physical shape to the idea of a
West Indian identity which caused distress both on and off campus. Influen-
ced by both the Black Power movement and a fantasy view of Africa, the
physical image of the West Indian put forward for acceptance ignored the
racial makeup of the population of the region. It divided rather than united
people. The scars of this still remain.

The openness to the outside world of scholarship which had made the
early years of the University so exhilarating all but disappeared by the end
of the 1960s. Indeed, the reader is left with the impression that in the 1970s
and the 1980s the University has been more concerned about reacting to the
demands of the various territories than about adopting a leadership role in
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scholarship in the region. It has tried to meet the demands for increased
access to its degree and diploma courses without significantly lowering its
standards for entry, as has been so constantly requested.

That this sprawling, under-funded institution has managed to survive and
function as well as it has is nothing short of a miracle. This miracle owes
much to the generosity of a large variety of donors - governments, founda-
tions, UN agencies, and individuals - who have provided it with buildings,
equipment and scholarships, and have supported research programs on a
scale that has not been matched by the territories which claim the UWI as its
own. Perhaps also it owes something to the fact that, as both Nettleford and
Sherlock make clear, it has become an accepted integral part of the life of
the region.
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